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DEDICATION 
 

This book is dedicated to increasing the level of Peace and 
WorldPeace in the world human society.  

 
Increasing the peace is a possible dream. 

 
When peace becomes our priority, 

WorldPeace will become our reality.  
- Dr John WorldPeace JD 

 
WorldPeace is a journey, 

not a destination. 
- Dr John WorldPeace JD 

 
This is our cry, 

This is our prayer 
Peace in the World 

  



 
 

WorldPeace Peace Prayer 
 
Lord make me an instrument of your peace 
 where there is hatred let me sow love 
  where there is injury 
   pardon 
  where there is doubt 
   faith 
  where there is despair 
   hope 
  where there is darkness 
   light 
  where there is sadness 
    joy 
 
O Divine Master grant that I may 
 not so much seek to be consoled 
   as to console 
 to be understood 
  as to understand 
 to be loved 
  as to love 
 
 for it is in giving 
   that we receive 
 it is in pardoning 
  that we are pardoned 
 and it is in dying 
   after a worthy life of service 
 we return to our infinite immortal heaven 
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I am a Spiritual follower of Jesus, not a Corporate Bureaucratic Christian. I 
believe in the Resurrection. I believe in the following words of Jesus because 
I believe in Jeremiah 31: 33-34 in the Old Testament and repeated in the 
New Testament Hebrews 8:10-11. 
 
This is the covenant the Lord God has made: 
 
I will put my laws into every human mind, and I will write them on their hearts. I will be 
their God and they will be my people. And no one will presume to teach any human being 
saying, ‘Know he Lord”. For all will know me from the least to the greatest of them. And 
I will be merciful to their iniquities, and I will remember their sins no more. 
 
Jesus said: 
 
 “Ask, and it will be given you, seek and you will find, knock and it will be opened to 
you. For everyone who asks receives, he who seeks finds and to those who knock it will be 
opened.” Mt 7:7 
 
“If you have the faith the size of a mustard seed, you will say to the mountain move and it 
will move. Nothing will be impossible for you.” Mat 17:20. 
 
“Truly, truly I say to you, if you believe in me you will do the works I do and greater 
works will you do because I go to the Father. Whatever you ask in my name I will do it 
for the greater glory of the Father through the son. Whatever you ask in my name I will 
do it” Jn 14:12 |  
 
We write our individual and group script in life and then live it.  
 
The Book of Revelation in the Christian New Testament is a false book of a 
doom and gloom future set in stone and I reject it because it is contrary to 
the teaching of Jesus above and because in my day to day life I am a witness 
to the truth of the above scripture. We are presently living the beliefs and 
actions of the world human society in the past about the future. Dr Jwp JD 
190829 
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NOTES: Dr. John WorldPeace JD  
 
I was born a white male in 1948, in Houston, Texas. Since 
September 2011, have lived in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
 
In October 1970, I wrote my first poem.  Since then, I have 
written about 6,000 poems. Mostly in free verse, unmetered and 
un- rhyming and in my personal genre: Free verse Haiku. Most of 
my poems could be looked at as a supplement to my prose auto-
biography; poetic snap-shots of what I was thinking or 
experiencing at a particular moment in time during my life in this 
earth dreamscape. In the beginning, I recorded the year of poems, 
then the year/month/day, then year/month/day/time. 
 
I have also published selections of my poems. In June 2018, I 
began to self-publish all the poems I have ever written to date in 
chronological order using Amazon’s self-publishing software.  
There are over 70 poem books as of September 2021. I have been 
adding about 1500 poems a year since 2019, with new poems 
being published each month.  
 
My genetics and my current state of health make me confident, 
barring some accident, that I will live more than a few years past 
100. I will continue to write poems and in fact, will probably 
increase the annual volume of poems I write over the rest of my 
life.  
 
I do not force my poems. I don’t channel these poems unless I 
feel inspired. I have no desire to set a world record for the 
number of poems written in a lifetime.  
 
All my poems have a spiritual connect and I say that I channel 
them from the spiritual dimension as opposed to writing them. 
The poems are written in a couple of minutes, 2-10, then put away 
in a binder in chronological order. I have lost less than a dozen 
poems since 1970 when I began channeling them. Usually within a 
very few minutes after channeling a poem, I have no real memory 
of what I wrote. The edits I make after channeling a poem are 
minimal. Images of the original cursive of many poems are online: 
https://DrJohnWorldPeaceJDPoetry.com. All but maybe 50 of 
my poems have been recorded in my handwriting. 

https://drjohnworldpeacejdpoetry.com/


 
 

 
I do not channel poems that rhyme except incidentally. For me to 
try to force fit a poetic thought into a rhyming format or any 
format breaks the flow of the poem; more specifically, crashes the 
poem. 
 
I have, and it seems natural, significantly refined a method 
channeling poems. I am in truth a filter. A poetic thought that 
comes to me is skewed in the interpretation and recording by my 
personal filters; physical and spiritual (not religious doctrine and 
dogma dictates). The same poetic thought channeled by someone 
else would be skewed by his or her personal filters. 
 

Zen Petals 
 
I am not a religionist of any stripe. I believe in the teachings of 
Jesus but not in corporate Christianity. Zen for me is a generic 
metaphysical word. Petals in my poetry are a metaphor for mostly  
very short free verse poems. 
 
I keep two steno pads together for writing poetry. One for my 
standard free verse poems and the other for the shortest of 
poems. Sometimes I will take a line out of one of my poems and 
enter it in my Zen Petal steno pad. I am most impressed by poets 
who can in the course of writing or recording a poem have within 
it a free standing shorter poetic expression. 
 
Poems are never finished until the poet dies.  
 
It is my hope that various publishers will decide to go through my 
poems and publish a selection of about 100. If that were done, it 
is unlikely, due to the variety of what I have channeled, that any 
two selections would be even close to being the same. What I 
have channeled is a metaphysical enigma matrix of poetry. 
 
Dr John WorldPeace JD 
210912-1142 
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NOTE: This book is published unfinished as the war is 
unfinished. This book is self published by Dr John WorldPeace 
JD with KDP Amazon. As the book is expanded and will 
continue to expand until the war is over, this manuscript will be 
updated. The updates will be published at 
https://JohnWorldPeace.com until they are incorporated into 
the published book. 
 
 
Who is Dr John WorldPeace JD?  
  

https://johnworldpeace.com/
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Come one and all 
 and listen to my poem 
  about a war as it unfolds 
 
  and about my living with it 
   that war far away 
    in Ukraine the innocent 
   
  and the dogs of war of 
   the miscreant race of Russians 
  and their Rabid Murderous Dictator 
   would be king 
 
   
 I am reading about this war 
  on the internet 
   and watching it unfold  
    in living color 
     hour by hour 
    on the internet as well 
 
  I am 74  
   and I can see what I would see 
    if I were there but without the 
     sounds and smell 
    of stinking bloating 
     dead bodies 
    who a month ago were 
   alive and well  
    but not just nameless 
   corpses strewn everywhere 
    to bury them is to join them 
      
   So no let them lay there 
    just an anomaly 
     that was not  
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    there a month ago 
 
  Grave diggers everywhere 
 
  “I hope they get  
   reburied at some future time.” 
    says one of the  
     diggers 
 
  I am Dr John WorldPeace JD 
   33 years since I changed 
    my birth name 
     my parents 
    wrote on all my papers 
 
 I have been writing poetry 
  for 53 years 
   thousands of them 
  but that is no real claim to fame 
   but it is a refined 
    style that comes  
     only from lots 
    of poems over lots of years 
 
  Yet I am reading about 
   and viewing that insane war 
    coming from that  
   battle ground of two prior 
    World Wars 
 
  Some say this is already    
   World War III 
    the front end 
     not bloody  
    enough yet 
   for the majority to  
    accept embrace 
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   that reality 
 
 So I am applying  
  my poetic skills  
   to this narrative about  
    this Russian war 
 
  Let me say 
   that this is not a scholarly  
    dissertation about  
     what is really 
    factually happening 
 
   It is just my impressions 
    daily written down 
     sometimes as facts 
    but more so as 
     my opinion 
      my commentary 
     about the facts 
 
  I am not a professor poet 
   one trick pony 
 
   I have degrees in political science 
    accounting and law 
 
 I was self employed in them all 
  and also insurance, web design, and art 
 
 
  But the bookends of all of that 
   and more is my WorldPeace Advocacy 
    officially since 1988. 
 
 The level of peace  
  in the world human society 
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   is controlled by governments,  
  politics, religions, 
 courts of law, global corporations, social media,  
  universities, economics 
 
 I have formal training in most of these 
  and self-training in others 
   and I have direct experiences in all 
  as well as indirect experiences 
 
   and I had a family, 
    in name only now 
 
  but I can relate to dead children 
   on a battle ground 
 
 I also paint, and I write about spirituality, 
  and read about corporate religions 
 
 I am not a one trick pony 
  I am a high IQ high energy polymath 
   so what I am writing 
    is filtered through all my 
   knowledge and experience 
 
 Professor poets and other poets 
  come from narrow backgrounds 
   one or two trick ponies are they 
 
  None has ever attempted 
   what I am recording in this 
    Epic poem 
     written in the moment 
    as it unfolds 
 
   I have not novels known end 
    I have no idea how it ends 
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   I am just writing about  
    how it comes to 
     whatever end 
 
  I have a logical linear 
   factual auto biography 
    but my art and poetry 
     impact emotionally 
    on those facts 
   
   Read my poetry and look at my art 
    and note the dates 
   and go to my autobiography 
    and you will experience 
     something that  
    no one else has ever done 
 
  History is written  
   after the fact  
    History written and taught 
     is not thought of as 
    what happened yesterday 
   but what happened long ago 
    such that conclusions can be  
     agreed and not 
      agreed about 
 
  I am free to project the future  
   as I write about the present 
    a hundred years from now 
   the historical past will be known 
    so there is no aspect of 
     asking how is this 
    event going to roll out 
 
  I am a poet without peers 
   I write several kinds of poetry 
    and channel other poetry 
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  What I have written 
   is what I am living 
    I am writing it    
     because it is what I do 
   not because someone wrote 
    or guaranteed me a check 
 
  All poets are unique 
   but I am more unique than 
    all the rest being a polymath 
   and I was born a poet 
    I was not schooled as one 
   and given a certificate 
    for joining some poetic  
     university herd 
     
 I am a poet with a 24/7 
  passion for writing poetry 
   and one who has made a habit 
    of writing when inspired 
 
  One who is passionate every moment 
   always looking for something  
    to write about 
 
 This war is a big event 
  ~ unlike the last World War 
   I was not present at the start 
 
  I have read about those world wars 
   and the American civil war 
    and I was a drafted soldier  
     in this life 
    so I have training 
   to compare to the roll out 
    of this war 
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 If you have not served  
  your country 
   you don’t get  
    the words related 
     to real war 
   
I know what it is like 
  to saddle up  
   with my personal tools 
    of death delivery 
 
  So my epic poem 
   written in the moment 
    as it unfolds 
   is more dynamic 
    than the ramblings 
     of undeveloped 
      minds 
 
  I am one of a kind 
   I have no peers  
    in writing an epic  
     poem like this 
 
Dr John WorldPeace JD 
220320 
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THE RUSSIAN-UKRAINE WAR BEGINS 
 
The world human society 
 stands at the shoreline 
  of the great and mighty 
   global rivers 
    ~ the oceans 
 
 On the horizon  
  of all those mighty rivers 
   the sun is about to rise 
    upon the greatest day 
   since the first humans 
    appeared and began to populate 
     and war for 
    their hunting grounds upon 
      the earth 
 
 A rabid Russian mongrel dog 
  Vladimir Putin 
   has begun without provocation 
    a war against  
     a peaceful Ukraine 
 
 Putin, the rabid murderous dog 
  the one committing 
   unprovoked murder 
    in the world human society 
     of nations 
 
  All Russians owns 
   his insatiable 
    lust for more money 
     more power 
    more human bloodletting 
     in peaceful Ukraine 
   ~ following his own holocaust example 
    in Aleppo and Grozny 
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Yes the citizens of Russia 
 in their intent  
  or within their apathy 
   have allowed this  
    demented miscreant Putin  
     to baptize all Russians 
    in Ukraine spilled 
   war crimes blood 
      
 
The world human society 
 consists of predatory 
  hate filled Russians 
   against peaceful Ukrainians 
     
The Chinese murdered 1.2 million Tibetans,  
 600,000 monks, 
  destroyed almost all 
   the 6,000 monasteries 
  tried to destroy their culture. 
       
 Hindus Indians against Muslim Indians 
     
    Zionist murdering Palestinians 
   have created a concentration camp in  
  Gaza and 53 refugee camps in the Middle East 
   with 5 million inhabitants 
    since the end of WWII 
   in their ethnic cleansing of Palestine 
    and their apartheid nation 
      
   Myanmar Buddhists 
    against Myanmar Muslims  
    
White Christian Americans 
 enslaved Black Americans 
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  and exterminated 
   American Indians 
 
  Christians against 
   the entire non-Christian 
    world human society 
 
 Yes  
     Putin is a blood thirsty 
    rabid mongrel dog 
   but he is not alone 
    in this role 
   in the world human society 
  
 That said 
 
  What Putin has begun 
   is not just a war 
  man to men and women and children 
 women to women and men and children 
 
  He has begun an 
   awakening in the  
    world human society 
   where the global economics 
    are so interwoven  
     interconnected 
    that no nation can  
     defy a determined 
        
  Boycot Divestiture Sanction 
   to stop merciless wars 
        
 A Boycot Divestiture Sanction assault 
  by sane and peace loving human beings 
   arrayed against all rabid mongrel dogs 
    that are the individual leaders of  
   demented societies and nations 
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   in the world human society 
  can end the wars of  
   the world human society 
    to a point 
     of termination  
    with an economic 
     interdependence 
    that is growing within  
         
  Boycotts Divestitures Sanctions 
  can throttle any nation  
   in the world human society 
  
  The economic repercussions 
   have been evidenced by 
     the human coronavirus 
    that began in China 
     in 2019 
 
 The USA and the European collective of  
  Europeans nations united in NATO 
   have initiated monetary sanctions 
    against Russia but all the  
     dominos of 
    
  Boycott Divestiture and Sanctions 
 
   must now fall upon the   
    heads of all Russians 
   and to take Russians 
    to a complete and total 
   chaos of their nations 
    and their dissolution 
     if necessary 
    ~ maybe even eradication 
     erasures 
 
  The immediate future 
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   of the world human society of nations 
    cutting off treachery 
     cutting off buying from 
    or selling to rabid mongrel dogs 
   Russians of whatever stripe 
     
  Cancelling and prohibiting 
   all travel to and from these  
    rabid mongrel nations 
   closing air space 
    
  The closing and potential seizing 
   of all bank accounts 
    of these rogue nations 
   and their citizens and    
    corporations and 
   governmental entities 
    and oligarchs 
 
  The Boycot Divestiture Sanction of all  
   stocks and bonds and financing 
    instruments of commerce 
   within the rogue rabid nations 
 
  The end of  
   Russians and other nations of  
    the same rabid mongrel stripe 
    
   participation in any gathering 
    of these nations large or small 
       
  No Olympic participation 
   and ejection from the United Nations 
 
 No shared technology 
  No connection to the international 
   communications network on any level 
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   No American movies and music 
 
  Prohibit investment in any aspect 
   of the peaceful nations of the world 
 
  The time has come to disband  
   the castrated and manipulated 
    United Nations 
 
     to be replaced 
        
   by a more sane, democratic 
    just and full inclusion 
     of all nations in a  
    21st century 
     Third Millennium 
   Global League of Nations 
 
  Prohibitions and expulsion 
   from global trade agreements  
    large and small 
    
   I am talking about 
    a world human society 
     economic war 
    without a shot fired 
     no armaments 
      of any kind 
     no weapons of mass  
      destruction 
      
  An immediate disconnect  
   from any nation encroaching on the 
    rights of any other nations 
 
   Boycott Divestiture and Sanctions 
  
 The pain and suffering of economics 
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  of the good and bad 
   due to violent rabid mongrel dog  
    actions 
   do not hold a candle  
    to the revolting bloodletting 
      between nations 
    in the 20th century 
 
  Yes! I am talking about 
   self-imposed deprivation of just nations 
    to choke off sociopath nations 
   with psychopathic leaders 
 
   Choking off these venomous snakes and 
    rabid mongrel dogs 
     who have chosen  
    to kill innocent men, women  
     and children 
      for power 
     and control 
     
  I am talking about  
   the starvation of evil human seed 
        
 in particular 
  at the present time  
   February 2022 
  the Russian murderers in Ukraine 
   as long as one Russian soldier 
    remains in the Ukraine 
   
   The Russians must leave  
    without their weapons 
     from rifles to  
    artillery to rockets to drones 
      
     they must walk out  
    unarmed in humiliation 
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   of having lost their war on peace 
      
  Boycott Divestiture Sanctions 
 
   the global shunning of murderous  
    citizens of rogue nations 
     to the max 
        
 The sane and just world human society 
  must raise the flag of peace and justice 
   for the crimes against humanity 
    that is the unjust murder  
   of one single human being  
    in a foreign nation 
         
  The current Boycotts Divestures Sanctions 
   must propagate from and among 
     all sane and just nations 
   and increase in magnitude 
    and into all areas of interaction 
   within the world human society 
    until rogue nations see the  
     closing  darkness  
    that will become  
     the total annihilation 
   of the cancer of rabid mongrel dog 
    nations and alliances 
     between these nations 
         
 So the sane, nonviolent nations of the 
  world human society 
   must proceed with 
     every possible 
  attention getting deterrents 
   applied to these criminal nations 
    until they return to   
   the dictates of Peace and 
    WorldPeace 
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    through World Law  
     and Order 
 
 So now 
  as in the immediately now 
   all law abiding and peaceful nations 
    must decide and commit  
   to join a New World Order 
    of a New League of Nations 
   or go down with the Russians 
    and their Hitler cancerous evil 
       
  Boycott Divestiture Sanctions 
 
  weapons are the clear future vision 
   brought into the world human society 
    with the Chinese coronavirus 
   and its attack on law and order  
    and normalcy and peace 
   in the world human society 
 
 WorldPeace through World Law   
  maintained resolutely by an  
   awakened world human society 
    in a new more sane and just 
     New World Order 
 
  Boycott Divestiture Sanctions 
  
   will be the global choke chain 
    on war mongers 
   that began with the unprovoked 
    war of the Russians 
   on their peaceful neighbor 
    the Ukrainians 
 
 We will put an end 
  to local and world wars 
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   by severe  
 
  Boycott Divestiture Sanctions 
   
  if not total annihilation    
   of rabid killer nations 
    of demented    
     populations  
      and their 
     psychopathic leaders 
 
   Looking down the road 
  to this transformation  
   of the world human society 
    and the world human society 
     of nations 
 
  Any nation that  
   resorts to the use of nuclear weapons 
    of mass destruction 
   will dictate the immediate 
    annihilation of that nation 
   and the infliction of maximum pain 
    and termination of their 
     evil seed in the  
    world human society 
     
  We have seen  
   the progeny of two World Wars 
    and local wars in the 20th century 
 
   We know where that path leads 
    the end of a human presence on  
     the good earth 
 
   Annihilation of societies 
    imposed by other nations 
   is justified for evil rabid mongrel dog 
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    nations 
 
 We have seen with Hitler 
  where pacifism leads 
    
  We have seen with Hitler 
   and now with Putin 
    that they have no   
    concern about lying as to 
    their intentions. 
 
  Putin is a liar 
   and I do not know how he 
    can resurrect his credibility 
   He followed his lies  
    with his denied invasion of  
     the Ukraine 
 
 For the sake of our children 
  and the progeny of the world human society 
   we must carve out the demonic 
  cancer that presently exists in Russia  
   and if that is not   
    successful 
   full and complete termination 
    is the only resolution 
 
 WorldPeace is at the door 
  of the world human society 
   and it is a peace brought  
    about by 
 
   Boycotts Divestiture and Sanctions 
 
    not the sacrifice of soldiers 
     on battlefields 
    not the sacrifice of our children 
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  Every citizen of the world 
   whoever is against the war mongering  
    Russians 
   and their psychopathic leader 
    must now do what is in their 
   individual power to stop the Russians 
 
  If you can hack the Russians 
   if you can cut food deliveries to Russia 
    if you can rally in protest 
   refuse to buy Russian products 
     
    sell your Russians stocks 
        
   remove Russians from your country 
 
    No Russian dogs allowed 
 
    refuse to visit Russia 
     the list is endless what  
    individuals can do 
      
  And 7 billion peace loving humans 
   can stop 144 million Russians 
 
  I am talking about a global army 
   of every human being 
    taking a stand 
  Have no doubt with aggressive organization  
   against the Russians 
    we can show them their future 
   and get their minds back on track 
    to peace and prosperity  
     within a week. 
 
 America and NATO are moving too slow 
  with  
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  Boycotting Divestitures and Sanctions 
 
   the pace of push back must increase 
    and intensify 
     immediately 
 
 We need to immediately move beyond  
  an eye for an eye 
   and a tooth for a tooth   
  to individual termination for an eye 
   and annihilation of Russia for a tooth 
        
  I am the only global advocate for  
   Peace and WorldPeace 
       
   But I am not a pacificist. 
    if you kill innocent peaceful  
     people 
         
 I am ready to work to kill your cancer 
         
 But I believe that 
 
 Boycotts Divestiture and Sanctions  
 
  are the peaceful path to the transformation  
   of a rogue rabid murderous nation 
        
  If that does not work 
   I will without reluctance engage  
    the Russians on the 
     field of battle 
    bring their entire country 
   and bring their end 
  by hellfire and damnation 
 
 A word to the wise is sufficient 
  If all nations join America and NATO 
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 in an increasing 
 
  Boycott, Divestiture Sanctions 
 
  of Russia the sooner the Russians 
   will see the light and terminate 
    the evil they let loose and 
   followed into evil 
 
 Lastly, Donald Trump supports Putin   
  Republicans support Donald Trump 
    
   Anyone who supports these Americans 
  are traitors to everything that is America 
     
 To condone the actions of an enemy of America 
  and the world human society 
   is to be a traitor to America 
    the new Jerusalem 
        
  Donald Trump has shown his   
   colors, while in office 
    and now a year later 
     nothing has changed 
 
If I am a minority of one 
 the truth is still the truth 
  Let those who have eyes see 
   and those who have ears hear 
 
 
Dr John WorldPeace JD 
The only global advocate for WorldPeace 
February 26, 2022 
https://JohnWorldPeace .com     
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ON THE VIDEO: UKRAINE 
 
 On the video  
  a contemporary war scenario 
   is playing out    
 
  750,000 women 
   and children 
    running from 
   the Russian hell 
    encroaching on  
     their homes 
     
  total disruption 
   of their happy 
    lives 
 
  This is not 
    a war in Afghanistan 
    where tribal war 
     and murder 
    has been going on 
     for decades 
 
  But it is the same 
   in people refusing 
    to give up their 
     land and homes 
    to a foreign invader 
 
  The RussianS 
   did 10 years of 
    war in Afghanistan 
     and lost 
 
  Then America moved in 
   and left just the same 
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  Afghanistan taught 
    Russia nothing 
      
   Afghanistan 
    after Vietnam 
 
   What did America 
    learn in Vietnam 
 
  The complete destabilizing 
   of the Middle East 
    by George Dubya Bush 
 
   and his lies 
    about AlQueda 
     and Saddam  
      compact 
 
  And Saddam’s weapons of 
   mass destruction 
 
 
   Joe Biden had 
    no choice but 
     to leave Afghanistan 
    the war was 
     never going to end 
    and could not be won 
 
  Now we see missiles 
   slamming into residential 
    skyscrapers 
     and killing few 
 
   Think about what  
    it is going to cost 
     the Russians 
      to go door 
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     to door 
    room to room 
     with patriots 
    just waiting 
   to kill a few Russians 
  with whatever they have 
 
   booby-traps 
    everywhere 
 
 Russia could not 
  remove people 
   from their homes 
    in the ancient  
   land of Afghanistan 
 
  Same same in Ukraine 
 
  Those Ukrainians 
   are parting with  
    wives and children 
     to defend their 
    homes and their lives 
 
  The Russians lost 
   10s of millions to the 
    Nazis 
 
  Now on a smaller scale 
   they are the Nazis 
 
 A Russian soldier 
  on the military radio 
 
   “we don’t know 
    who to kill 
     they look 
    like us.” 
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  meaning not like 
   poor Afghanis 
     
  Yes the reality 
   that they are attacking 
    and killing themselves 
 
   And there is that aways 
    the present 
     easier to kill 
    people of color 
   than Whites. 
   
  Easier to kill Muslims 
   than Christians 
 
 
 220226-1836 
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THE END OF DONALD TRUMP 
 
The end of Donald Trump 
 has come 
  his base will leave 
   him now 
 
  finally 
 
 He immediately praised Putin 
  took his side 
   when Putin invaded 
    the Ukraine 
 
 Now we see who 
  has the wisdom  
   of years 
  and time served 
   in war 
    in Vietnam 
     and Iraq 
 
  Knowing the  
   evil of war 
    first hand 
 
  but for Putin 
   and Trump 
    life has no value 
 
  I have been writing 
   contra Trump 
    since 2016 
   when he became the  
    Republican nominee 
 
  https://impeachpresidenttrumpusa.com 
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 Yet he built a huge 
  base of apathetic 
   hateful 
    dictator lovers 
     and USA haters 
 
  Now as the remnants 
   of this base 
    whose ignorance 
   join with the Trump ignorance 
    as fellow sociopaths 
 
  Will they see the misery 
   of 750,000 Ukraine refugees 
    fleeing with just the clothes 
     on their backs 
    young children 
     who barely know 
    how to walk 
     and babies 
      in mothers’ arms 
 
  No home 
   nothing familiar 
    just others the same 
     as far as they can see 
 
  Their lives have 
   been impacted 
    for the rest of  
     their lives 
 
   And the Russians 
    keep driving them 
     like cattle 
      with their  
     rockets and artillery 
    blowing up their homes 
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  Fathers of some of 
   these children 
    15,000 have already 
     died 
    since 2014 
   fighting against the Russian 
    separatist 
 
  Yes Donald Trump 
   will begin to lose 
    some of his not 
     totally insane 
     base now 
 
 January 6, 2021 
  the Trump violence 
   inflicted on 
    the police  
     defending democracy 
    at the capital 
 
  Now the Russians 
   driving people 
    out of their   
     peaceful lives 
 
  Yes 
    that is Donald Trump 
 
 a psychopath 
  sociopath 
 
  The worm has turned 
 
   Trump made January 6 happen 
    now he has 
     backed Putin 
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  driving hundreds of thousands 
   women and children 
    hungry and cold 
     on their way to Poland 
    and other neighboring 
     countries 
 
  Yes this is the real 
   Donald Trump 
 
   The Trump the 
    self-righteous 
 
  Evangelicals and Fundamentalist 
   and Baptist Christians 
    backed Trump 
     mindlessly 
    led by their 
     false preachers 
 
  Mr Trump 
   your true colors 
    are self evident  
     now 
 
  Republicans!  
   say goodnight 
    you have again 
     not rebuked 
      Trump 
 
   now you Republicans 
    must be purged 
     from American politics 
    because you are traitors 
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  Good night 
   Donald Trump 
    whereever you are 
     hiding in front of 
      a tv 
 
 220226-1849 
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WHERE ARE THE POETS 
 
 So where are the poets 
  why am I the only  
   one 
 
 Because I am  
  WorldPeace 
   all my life 
  for 33 years  
   officially 
 
 I have been  
  shouting into the  
   abyss of 
    human apathy that 
   are my herd by birth date 
    the Baby Boomers 
 
  Where are you Pulitzer 
   winners 
    where are those  
     poets 
    and poems about  
   Iran, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan 
 
    about this unfolding 
     war in Ukraine 
 
  Where are your poems 
   what is your position 
 
 Oh  
  so it takes 
   years of wordsmithing 
    50-90 poems 
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  You cannot wordsmith 
   pain and suffering 
    these emotions 
     have to  
      come from the 
     personal heart 
    from life experiences 
   and vicarious experiences 
    or just looking  
     around  
 
  Where are you Amanda Gorman 
   you are the young 
    Black female 
     inaugural poet 
 
  What do you have to say 
   about the war that is  
    on the video  
 
 What is Oprah 
  advising you now 
 
  What is she telling 
   you about real 
    pain and suffering 
 
 Have you not seen the 
  refugee mothers 
   and fathers saying 
    goodbye 
 
  Confused children 
   on the road to hell 
    no way 
   for the innocent mind 
    to make sense 
     of any of it 
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 Where is your poetry 
  what say you 
   about husbands 
    in harms way 
     as it is happening 
    are you going to  
   comment when the pain and 
    suffering ends 
 
   if it ever ends for those displaced 
 
  What say you about  
   these children 
 
  Craft a poem 
   for us  
    give us light 
     give us hope 
 
  You cannot 
   and if you could  
    you would not 
 
 But if you will 
  you do not have 
   a week to craft 
    your poetic wisdom 
 
  You must speak now 
   not later about the tragedy 
    of war 
     speak now when  
    war is devastating 
     the innocent  
      in real time 
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  Yes I have 73 years 
   and I have been 
    writing poetry for 53 years 
 
  My poetry comes 
   from my soul 
    from my heart 
   straight from the pen 
     to the page 
    that is my method my technique 
     my connection 
 
   But wordsmithing 
    cannot emerge 
     on the run  
      away 
 
   or as evil plays out 
    on the video 
     as real 
      as real can be 
 
  Those are my parents 
   and brothers 
    and sisters 
     and children 
    and grandchildren 
     and cousins 
      and parents and 
     grandparents 
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   Be glad you did not 
    see America 
     napalming Vietnamese 
      in their homes 
     their villages 
    on the video 
     every night during the 
    30 minute news 
 
  This is not a war 
   on poor peasants 
 
 
   This is a door to 
    door assault 
     in contemporary 
      modern cities 
     of the highest  
    civilizations 
 
   the same same as in Europe 
    and the USA 
 
  Speak Amanda 
   and speak you 
    Baby Boomer poets 
 
  Now is the time  
   to ply your trade 
    tell us what 
     is happening 
    tell us what to do 
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  Tell us how to 
   cope with fathers 
    going off alone 
     to fight 
    for family and 
   home and nation 
 
   Speak 
    I say speak 
     your wisdom 
 
  and if you have  
   no wisdom 
    please do not 
     suffocate us with 
      your apathy 
 
    Do not write about the  
     tragedy of war 
    when it is over 
      
   Speak now  
    of forever hold  
     your tongue 
 
  A year ago you were 
   everywhere on the video 
    Amanda 
   Everyone wanted to know 
  what Amanda had to say 
 
 The ghost of Amanda 
  now hides away  
 
220226-1904 
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AMANDA GORMAN AND GRETA THUNBERG 
 
It is my most 
 sincere hope that 
  this is the last 
   war we must  
    endure 
   in the world human society 
 
  the inhumanity 
   of apathetic 
    sociopathy 
   reborn 1930s 40s Nazi evil 
    in 2022 
 
  I read all I could find 
   about Hitler when I    
    was young 
     but did not 
    get it until 
   Trump was 
    elected 
 
  Those who backed  
   Hitler have come back 
    as Trump 
     slaves 
 
  This war is going 
   to give a live  
    history lesson 
 
   about 1918 
    about 1945 
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  here we progress ahead 
   out technology 
    and science 
     is a metric 
 
  our sociology 
   has morphed 
    into infinite 
     hatred 
 
  Refusal to get 
   vaccinated for the 
    common good 
 
  Burning down 
   the Garden of Eden 
 
   Where is our Greta Thunberg 
    poet 
 
    She is too busy 
     working to bother 
      with recording 
     her convictions 
    her emotions if any 
 
  She displays 
   the moments 
    since 14 
     she has devoted 
    her life to 
   stopping the madness 
 
  Not spent her time 
   wordsmithing poetry 
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   She has been in the trenches 
    every waking hour 
 
    and who is her poet 
     who is writing  
    her story 
   for future generations 
 
  The world is upside down 
   Pulitzer is upside down 
    My generation is 
     upside down 
 
  I have created 
   a Teach Peace Curriculum 
 
   that no university 
    teaches 
     refuses to teach 
 
  Maybe now there 
   will be some 
    interest 
 
  Maybe enough activists 
   for peace and 
    hatred from  
   war will emerge 
 
  and we will know 
   we cannot increase the 
    peace in the world 
     human society 
    if we  
  DO NOT TEACH PEACE!  
   NOW !!! 
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 Future peace can never morph  
  from present violence 
 
220226-1914 
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THE CRITICAL MASS 
 
 The critical mass  
  has been birthed 
   but it is not  
    yet mature 
 
  the critical mass 
   of apathetic 
    zombies 
 
  who are unmoved 
   by the videos 
    of the truth 
     of war 
 
   and evil men 
    like Putin and Trump 
     and their clones 
 
    in Myanmar, in India 
     and most especially 
      in Israel 
   the Palestinians 
    have endured the 
     the anti-Semitic hatred 
      of the Zionist 
     for 70 years 
 
   The Jews were to take 
    their holocaust and  
     and become a 
      rabid Army 
     of global defenders 
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    of human rights 
     and an end to 
      all holocausts 
 
   in the world human society 
 
  But instead they have 
   taken the Hitler 
    holocaust model 
     and short of the gas 
    chambers 
   inflicted unimaginable 
    a Zionist holocaust on the  
     Palestinians 
      
   their brothers  
    ~ the Zionists and Muslims 
     have a common  
    father in Abraham 
 
  Putin can be thanked 
   for the awakening 
    because when 
     the Ukraine war 
    plays out  
   the world is going 
    to first turn its 
     eyes to the  
      the Zionists 
 
  And all the Christians 
   who believe in the  
    false 
   Book of Revelation 
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  and that the world 
   is about to end in 
    doom and gloom 
     scenario 
 
  are doing nothing 
   but waiting on Jesus 
    to return 
     when he said 
    he would never leave 
 
  Yes Putin is the 
   catalyst 
     
   We will emerge 
    into a more 
     sane and just 
    world human society 
 
  But the pain and 
   suffering of the transition 
    will be great 
 
   The birth of all children 
    begins in pain 
     for the mother 
    and trauma 
     for the one 
      being born 
 
   I have a template for peace 
   I have commentary 
    but I have no 
     organization 
    and never will 
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   I am one man 
   with one message 
  
  Let there be Peace on Earth 
 
   Putin is a wakeup call 
 
    He will not be 
     victorious in his 
      war 
 
   It is my 
    belief he will 
     end up in a 
    trial in the world court 
   for his crimes against 
    humanity 
 
   and suffer the same 
    death that he 
     is presently  
    foisting on the citizens 
   of Ukraine 
 
  If only Trump his clone could 
   follow him to the 
    gallows 
   after a trial 
 
 These times 
  must play out 
   and violently 
 
    along with the martyrs for 
     peace  
    who are now being 
   murdered by Putin 
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  must embrace their 
   destiny 
 
   so that the last 
    remnants of the  
     20th century wars 
    can have a final final 
   closing chapter 
 
220226-1929 
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DEAR PULITZER 
 
 I have laid out for you 
  my book 
   Raw White Racism 
 
  Now you watch me 
   reporting the End of War 
 
   in all its bloody 
    tragedy 
 
  You can look for 
   the post Pulitzer poetry 
    winner for   
     following me 
    years or decades  
   after the insanity has passed 
    and there is a consensus 
     of what happened 
 
  NOT !!! 
 
220226-0732 
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THE RALLIES 
 
 The rallies 
  the demand for peace 
   are gathering all 
    over the world 
 
  but without a 
   tried and proven 
    rally point 
   it will fail 
    with no where 
     to go 
 
 The entrenched 
  Baby Boomers 
   expect the protests 
  to disintegrate 
   like the 
    millions who protested 
   against Dubya Bush’s war 
    in Iraq 
 
 The government of the UN 
  is entrenched 
   and they are 
    entrenched 
     in the status quo 
 
  Without a flag bearing 
   guidon 
    these protests 
     will degenerate 
    into mobs 
 
  The entrenched power elite 
   have no intention 
    of doing anything 
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    more than  
     making money 
      off the chaos 
 
  And in the end 
   increase their power 
    in the world human society 
 
 I am WorldPeace 
  for 33 years now 
   I have the plan of action 
    https://johnworldpeace.com 
     15,000 pages 
    especially those within 
   WorldPeace Teaching Peace 
 
  I have no peers 
   as the only global  
    Advocate for Peace 
     and WorldPeace 
 
 I have the banner 
  I have the mantra 
   WorldPeace 
    WorldPeace 
     WorldPeace   
 
   I have no peers 
 
    IF NOT ME, WHO ??? 
 
  Speak,  
   I need to know who 
    to follow to peace 
     
220226-1939 
     
 

https://johnworldpeace.com/
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THE CHILDREN 
 
 The crowds of  
  Ukrainians line 
   the road to Poland 
     
  The train stations 
   same same 
 
  Close to a million  
   refugees displaced 
    running for  
     safety for 
      life 
 
 And everywhere 
  the children 
   as long as mother 
    is there 
     they endure 
 
 Lots of playmates 
  in unplayful times 
   in this place  
    but few toys 
 
  nothing familiar 
   their friends 
    are not right here 
   but scattered out on the  
    road to safety 
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  Strange people 
   everywhere 
    no room to 
     run 
    to play 
 
  Dirty clothes 
   dirty faces and hands 
  Scant water 
   for drinking 
    not happy times now 
 
  These children 
   impossible to know 
    what is going on 
     only chaos 
      everywhere 
     all around 
 
   One day they will die 
    these children 
     maybe they  
    will die in this place 
 
  but no matter when 
   or where 
    their bodies 
   minds and souls 
    scarred  
     for their lives 
 
  Indelible impressions 
   for the youngest 
    vague memories 
     that will  
      linger 
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For the older ones 
  the memories more vivid 
   graphic 
 
  The definition 
   of civilization 
 
  has taken an evil 
   turn 
    a tortuous twist 
 
 Ukraine is a war zone 
  border to border 
   but now 
    outside the 
     Ukraine borders 
    life safely goes on 
 
  People around the world 
   give it their attention 
    for a few minutes 
     watching the  
    nightly news 
 
 Across the border 
  children are safe 
    happy having fun 
    and being safe 
 
 Too bad about those 
  Ukrainian children 
 
220302-1153 
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THE HOLOCAUST BABYN YAR 
 
 The Nazi murdered 
  33,000 Jews 
   at Babyn Yar 
    just outside Kyev 
   September 1941 
 
 The Russians 
  damaged the 
   memorial 
    violated sacred ground 
   with their shelling  
    Kyev 
 
  What is the difference 
   between the Nazis 
    designating a 
   Jewish extermination site 
 
  and the Russians 
   executing Ukrainians 
    in their homes? 
 
220302-1230 
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THE COLLAPSE OF RUSSIA 
 
 Per Biden’s 
  State of the Union speech 
   harder sanctions 
    are coming 
     for Putin’s Russia 
 
 The international community 
  could completely 
   collapse 
    the Russian  
   economy 
 
 I think as long 
  as the Ukraine 
   continues to fight 
    the world 
   human society of nations 
  will continue to close off 
   Russia 
 
 There is a mounting 
  problem with Russia 
   trying to level 
    all the cities 
     in the Ukraine 
    to make them 
   look like the German cities 
    after WWII 
 
 What Putin does not 
  realize is that 
   all the assets 
    that are 
     being frozen 
    one at the end 
     of this going 
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    to be used to 
     rebuild the Ukraine 
 
   What has been seized 
    will be confiscated and sold 
     to rebuild the Ukraine 
 
  The price may be so hight 
   that Russian Oil 
    will be boycotted 
 
  If he does not 
   pay a heavy portion of 
    that income 
     to rebuild 
      the Ukraine 
 
   I do not think 
    the Russians will 
     allow him to 
    use nuclear weapons 
     anywhere 
 
  China is not  
   going to collapse 
    its economy 
     as a price to keep 
      supporting 
       Putin 
 
   China has now seen 
    that if it tries 
     to take over 
      Taiwan 
      
   the world will feel 
    confident enough 
     after destoying 
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    Putin 
   to cut into China’s 
    economic growth 
 
  Putin’s scorched earth 
   policy in Ukraine 
    can end world war 
     and maybe 
    cause the United Nations 
     to unite and begin 
    to deal  
   with the Zionist concentration 
    camp for Palestinians 
   and Myramar 
    and give the  
     Kurds their 
    own homeland 
 
  The only alternative 
   is open borers  
    globally 
 
  will open borders then there 
   would be no need 
    to redraw 
     borders globally 
    and infrastructure 
    
   The rebuilding in Ukraine 
    can be rebuilt 
     by those murdered 
    by Putin 
     cannot be brought 
      back to life 
 
  It may be that 
   the UN can also 
    force Russians to 
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     oust Putin 
 
   Among all the 
    destruction and murder 
     I see an end 
    to world war 
   and a mare sane and just 
    world human society 
220303-0049 
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WHITE RACISM IN POLAND 
 
 The right wing Poles 
  do not want Black 
   and Arab (Muslim)  
  refugees from Ukraine 
   in their country 
 
  first because they 
   are not Christian 
    second because 
     they are not 
    White 
 
  There seems 
   to be a growing White racist 
    coalition in the West 
     against Blacks 
  That would be 
   contrary to Jesus’ 
    teaching 
     but radical Christians 
    have a history of 
   supporting genocide of 
    indigenous people 
     in the USA  
    Canada and Australia 
 
   as well as the slavery issue 
 
 The nature of homo sapien sapiens  
  is to advocate 
   a homo genus 
    society 
 
  It is going to be much 
   easier to end war 
    than to end 
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     White Racism 
 
  Americans were very 
   reluctant to go to war 
    with White Christian  
     Germany 
    as opposed to  
     Yellow skin Japanese 
 
  Had the Japanese 
   not bombed Pearl Harbor 
    and brought on the 
     Axis of 
      Germany, Italy 
     and Japan 
 
   Americans may have 
    refused to go to 
     war in Germany 
 
  There was strong support 
   for Hitler in America 
    and we have a 
     rotten core of Trump 
    supporters presently praising 
     Putin 
 
  Nothin could be more 
   traitorious 
 
   Unless we listen to 
    the higher nature 
     of the angels 
    of our souls 
     war will persist  
    in the world human society 
 
  Never forget 
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  that of the end of war 
   the end of racism 
    there is a determination 
     to use money 
    and economics as power 
 
  There are many billions 
   of humans 
    on the earth 
     who desire to be kings 
 
   and there is the global 
    subordination of women 
     to second class 
      citizens 
 
230303-0102 
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THE NUCLEAR REACTOR IN  
 ZAPORIZHZHIA, UKRAINE 
 
 Putin’s troops 
  took the nuclear reactors 
   at Lviv 
 
    and shots were fired 
 
  Had the nuclear reactor 
   been hit 
    the fallout 
     would have 
    killed most in Europe 
     based on the facts 
    from the Chernobel diaster 
 
  the insanity of Putin 
   has no limits 
 
   The insanity of Putin 
    has no limits 
 
   the insanity of Putin 
    has no limits 
 
   with Chernobel 
    and Fukishima 
     I think 
      Europe is going 
     to shut down 
    all nuclear reactors 
 
   the insanity of this 
    knows no bounds 
 
  I really thought 
   nuclear war 
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    was of the table 
   8 days has 
    proved to me 
     they are  
    the insane ones 
 
  The Security Council 
   call a meeting 
    but no matter 
   what they 
    decide 
     Putin can 
    veto it 
 
 ~ the Third 
  failed assassination 
   attempt on 
    Zelensky 
     failed 
220204-1612 
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MORE SANCTIONS 
 
 The sanctions against Russia 
  the American companies 
   doing business 
    in Russia 
   are shutting down 
 
  ~ Putin invasion is 
   stalled 
    USA generals 
     say it was  
    poorly planned 
 
 Putin expected 
  little resistance 
   and no 
    intransigent 
   Freedom fighter 
    army of Ukraine 
 
 The longer the invasion 
  draws out 
   the longer it 
    will draw out 
   more weapons 
    are delivered to 
     Ukraine each day 
 
  Zelensky has called 
   for mercinaries 
    and 16,000 
   arrived yesterday 
  along with 
   Ukrainian coming 
    back from being 
     abroad 
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 ~ The misery for the 
  women and children 
   refugees seems 
    to be going well 
   after they arrive 
  in Poland and 
   other countries 
    bordering the  
     Ukraine 
    1 million of them 
     now and 
      more coming 
 
  People from other 
   countries in Europe 
    are showing up 
     to take 
    refugees to 
     their homes 
 
  Bur not enough 
   I think 
 
 ~ A Ukrainian 
  and his wife 
   both received 
    weapons to  
     fight 
 
  The Ukranian 
   and not going to lay down 
    their freedom fighters 
   will be on the scene 
    for years 
 
  Russian connot win 
   Putin gets it now 
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 ` the $500 million yahts 
  and private jets 
   are being 
    taken by 
     American and  
    other countries 
 
 ~ The Ruble is 
  only worth 
   a penny now 
    and still falling 
 
 ~ It is hard 
  for me to believe 
   that a man 
    like Putin 
   can have total 
    power in Russia 
     no challenges to his 
    crazy Ivan 
     murdering 
 
220304-0425 
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DAY 9 
 
 1) The nuclear reactor 
  is safe 
   no excess radioactivity 
    only one of six 
     reactors 
      on line 
 
 That issue 
  seems to have moved 
   to the back  
    burner 
    
 2) By the end of 
  the day  1.5 million  
   refugees 
 
  most going to Poland 
   no border crisis issues 
    as regards to 
     blocking entry 
 
  Putin has pushed 
   the war into NATO 
    these countries 
   will protect 
    the refugees 
 
3) Massive trauma 
 for children 
  food seems to 
   be plentiful 
  for those who 
   move to neighboring 
    countries 
 
 we see a reaching out 
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  a laying aside 
   of all other 
    country to  
     country issues 
  A great example  
   for the Trump 
    Republicans 
   hate, obstructionists 
 
  What is going on 
   is a reminder 
    to the Baby Boomers 
   and their parents 
    of the total cooperation 
     in sync 
      war effort 
 
  Trump big mouth 
   admiration of Putin 
    is a dagger in his 
     heart 
    he cannot remove it 
      
  Americans will 
   not allow it 
 
  Republicans cannot 
   take it back 
 
   and the social media 
    sites tht  
     came up supporting 
      Putin 
 
    no word on thme 
     today 
 
  The right wing Poles 
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   against Black 
    and Arab Muslims 
     no words on that 
 
4) News of many 
 Christian churches 
  packing food 
   and clothing 
    blankets 
    for shipment to 
     refugees 
 
  No dissent 
   people feel the 
    pain of the refugees 
   
  More signs of America 
   coming to their 
    senses 
 
 Trump out of 
  the picture except 
   his soial media 
    platform has 
   crashed und the management 
    of David Nunes 
     the traitor of 
      American  
     traitors 
 
 5) The Russian Army 
  looks incompetent 
   untrained 18 – 20 year olds 
 
  Convoy still stuck  
   outside Kyve 
    four days now 
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 Putin hired 1000 experienced 
  merceniaries 
   to fight 
 
6) Mastercard and Visa 
 shut down in Russia 
 
 So now those credit 
  cards are all suspended 
   and cash is 
  hard to get out of 
   ATMS 
 
  Putin says 
   sanctions are an act of war 
    Makes me laugh 
 
  Biden warned his sanctions 
   were coming like never before 
    
7) Zelenski has the world’s 
 admiration – all are 
  behind him 
 
  Putin the latest global pariah 
 
  Cease fire the morning 
   lasted 30 minutes 
    then Putin opened fire 
     on those on the streets 
    to leave 
     so 
      they had to 
     go back inside 
 
  Zelensky is powerful dynamic leader 
   total opposite of 
    evil Putin 
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 NATo has taken lead 
  in helping Ukrainians 
   USA is helping 
    but at the back 
     of the bus 
    following NATO 
     but engaged 
 
   Biden approval 
    jumped 40 to 48% 
 
78% want to shut 
 off completely oil 
  from Russia 
   even though 
    prices going though 
   the roof 
 
  All talk in USA about local drilling 
   no talk of carpooling and 
    driving less 
     so stupid 
 
  No negativity 
   about the Ukraine 
    except against 
     Russia 
 
  Russia cannot 
   kill Zelensky now 
    the fierce resistance 
   will make 
    him a marytar 
     and intensify their 
    resolve 
 
  All Ukraine are pro-democracy 
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   the end of 
    interview about 
   pain and suffering 
    they all are pro 
     fight 
    to the death if 
     necessary 
 
  Zelensky pleading for 
   no fly zone 
    meaning NATO and 
     USA 
    stop Russian fly-overs 
     bombing civilians 
    not ready 
   for total World War 
    with Russia 
     afraid Putin would 
      go nuclear 
 
  Putin expected 
   roses when he 
    moved into Ukraine 
  because he moved 
   into separatus areas 
    from Crimea first 
 
   Rest of Ukraine 
    have stopped the 
     Russian Advance 
 
  As a Army sgt 
   it is easy to know 
    that a Russian USA 
   fight all Russians would be 
    dead on the 
     battlefield 
    at this point 
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   Russia has the third largest army 
    in the world 
     and they are  
    confused 
   disoriented 
 
 No fly zone 
  not available now 
   but M29 Migs jets 
    coming from NATO 
   Ukraine has pilots 
  just needs planes 
 
 The world is with Ukraine 
  because they are fully 
   engaged 
 
 “Give them democracy 
  or give thme 
   death fighting 
    for it” 
 
 Today more than yesterday 
 
 Putin is in a hole 
  still digging 
 
9) Retired generals 
 say things will 
  get worse but in the 
   long Russia 
  cannot win this war 
   with NATO 
    and USA providing 
     weapons 
 
  and the Ukrainian 
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   refusing to give  up 
 
 Putin has already 
  killed enough 
   Ukrainians 
 
  to keep their blood 
   hot against Putin 
 
  they will never 
   back down 
 
 No Ukraine 
  interview 
   has mentioned any 
    alternative to 
   fight to the death 
 
  Something has changed in 
   the world human society 
 
 11) And China 
  they now know 
   taking over Taiwan 
    is not possible 
 
  And they know 
   after this war is over 
    the UN is going to 
     bring up Tibet to 
      China 
     and Gaza the  
    Palestinians 
     to Israel 
 
 the Jewish are begging 
  USA not to sanction 
   Olgark ______ ? who supports 
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   the holocaust 
    memorial 
 
 Interesting the rich Jews 
  are not covering the 
   cost of maintaining 
    the Holocaust memorials 
   very interesting 
 
 Today Now I still standby 
  my belief that this is the last world war 
   Trump is dead in America 
    There will be a 
   democrat landslike 
    in the November election 
 
220305-2027 
 
To Pulitzer 
 your are reading  
  an condensed 
   Epic poem 
    for you information 
 
 Any other poets 
  working on one 
    
  No word from 
   Amanda Gorman 
 
 Boycott Divestiture Sanctions 
 
 Nuclear reactor 
  shows how you 
   can have a war 
    with no nuclear bomb 
    
a few conventional bombs 
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  dropped on a nuclear reactor  
   and let the fallout kill your enemies 
    if the wind is right 
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SUNDAY 220306  DAY 10 
 
Those who were 
 never in the military 
  much less during 
   time of war 
 
 Have no concept 
  of what is happening 
   in Ukraine 
 
 More but less 
  the parents of 
   a military son 
  ~women have  
   never been 
    drafted 
   in the USA 
 
 I was going 
  into the military 
   no matter what 
  at about 12 
   or 13 
 
 My father 
  and his two brothers 
   all Army veterans 
 
  I committed  
   to going into the Army 
    be a sergeant 
     go to Europe 
 
  I graduated from the University of Houston 
   August 1970 
    was drafted 
     into the Army 
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     October  12, 1970 
 
  Went to Ft Polk 
   Louisiana 
    where 2000 men 
     a week  
    went to Vietnam 
 
  After 11 months of  
   infantry training 
 
  I was sent to  
   Vicenza, Italy 
    SETAF 
     NATO FORCES 
   SOUTHERN EUROPEAN 
    TASK FORCE 
 
 I went into the Army 
  became a sergeant in March 1971 
   went to Europe 
    September 1971 
 
  From the first day 
   in the Army 
    the choice was 
     go to Vietnam 
      or run  
     to Canada 
 
  I was well prepared 
   to be a killer 
    in Vietnam 
 
   My daughter  
    born July 1971 
 
  I did not run 
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  duty called 
 
 My SETAF unit patch 
  in Italy 
 
  had PAX 
   sewed within 
    the design 
 
220306-0205 
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PUTIN 
 
 Putin threatened 
  Ukranine with annihilation 
   and this little 
    bastard 
   says the devastating 
    sanctions are 
     a declaration 
      of war 
 
   He murders 
    women and children 
     with forbidden  
    cluster bombs 
     and Thermobaric 
      bombs 
     civilian targets 
 
  and challenges 
   the world 
    to put a  
     choke chain 
    around his neck 
     and then hang him 
 
  His greatest fear 
   per his biographers 
    is to be hanged 
   Like Mussolini 
    in public 
     upside down 
    with his whore 
 
220306-0212 
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THE OBVIOUS THE HIDDEN 
 
 It is hard  
  for me to believe 
   the reality 
    that another 
     Hitler 
    is holding 
   Europe hostage 
    and murdering 
     exterminating 
      people 
     like roaches 
 
  I like the John McCain 
   definition of Russia 
    “A gas station 
     posing as a 
      country 
 
  Putin has an army 
   far inferior to 
    the USA 
   that seems obvious now 
    but he as 
     5500 nuclear 
      warheads 
 
  The used cluster bombs 
   and thermobaric 
    bombs on the 
     civilian population 
    of the Ukraine 
     like Hitler 
      used the 
     SS to exterminate 
    the Jews 
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  But Hitler 
   did not openly  
    kill the Jews 
   as Putin openly 
    kill Ukrainians 
 
  Putin considers 
   Ukraine his 
    always did 
     so obvious now 
 
 He has begun to say 
  that he will 
   terminate Ukraine 
    as a state 
   meaning a nation 
 
  What is coming 
   for the cities he controls 
    is starvation 
     of the population 
   in other words 
    huge concentration 
     camps 
 
  There is no future 
   for Russia 
    all the bombs 
     in the world 
    cannot subdue 
   a nation of determined  
    freedom fighters 
     patriots 
 
 
   in other words a 
    huge concentration 
     camp 
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There is no future 
 for Russia 
  all the bombs 
   in the world 
  cannot subdue 
   a nation of determined 
    freedom fighters 
     guerilla warriors 
   
 But many will die 
  maybe millions 
   but they will 
    not die 
     from bombs 
    but from 
   starvation and the 
    cold now 
     but Spring is coming 
 
 Again America 
  and Europe are 
   paralyzed 
    into inaction 
 
  We can destroy 
   their economy 
    but not as 
   long as the world 
    is dependent 
     on fossil fuels 
 
 I think the USA 
  is going to have to 
   drill and produce 
    oil and 
   become a producer 
    to stop the dependency 
     on Russian oil 
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  The world human society 
   has enslaved itself 
    through oil even 
     as the climate begins 
      to crash 
 
  1/3 to ½ of 
   the oil revenues 
    are going 
     to have to be 
      spent on 
     renewable engegy 
 
  We now know 
   that nuclear 
    energy is not 
     an option 
 
   Human stupidity was Chernobyl 
    Mother nature was Fukushima 
     Putin is the 
      threat to 
     nuclear Ukraine 
 
  If Putin shut 
   down the nuclear  
    reactor 
     then he is going 
    to sell a lot of oil 
 
   So the reality of Putin 
    is being the only 
     source of 
      energy 
     for Europe 
    for the next 20 years 
   
  What is so absolutely 
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  incredible is that 
   one evil man 
  in the world human society 
   can stand 
    near untouchable 
     in the 
    short term 
 
  Killing people 
   like Hitler 
    but in the open 
   we all thought 
  was just a movie 
   script 
 
  Unlike Hitler 
   Putin is engaged 
    he is fully present 
 
   Yet 
    What is with the 
     giant conference 
      table 
 
  Is he afraid 
   of a bomb 
    like Hitler 
     in his Wolf’s den 
 
  His problem 
   is the oligarchs 
    when they see 
     their power 
    and money disappear 
   and by association 
    with Putin 
     become  
    world pariahs 
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  Then they may  
   act to assassinate 
    Putin 
 
220307-0515 
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JETS TO UKRAINE 
 
 Jets to Ukraine 
  are a waste 
   the old MIGS 
    from Poland 27 
 
 to be replaced by new 
  high tech jets 
   from the USA 
  sometime in the  
   future if the Congress 
    then doesn’t 
     change its mind 
 
 Airplanes are like 
  shoes and clothes 
   you can’t put 
    on a jet 
   then go right 
    into a dog fight 
     with a Russian 
    pilot who has 
     been flying everyday 
 
  probably all 27 jets 
   and pilot would be 
    gone dead 
     in a week 
      or two 
 
 No country can put pilot 
  and planes in Ukraine 
   without expanding 
    the war 
   under the pretense 
    of limiting it 
     to a  
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     no-fly zone 
 
 So this idea 
  is just a very short 
   lived diversion 
    from the real problem 
   ~Europe’s dependency 
    on Russia oil 
 
_________ 
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MOTHER AND CHILDREN REAL TIME PICTURE 
 
 A mother with children 
  decided to make 
   an escape  
    out of Ukraine 
 
  Try to crass a bridge 
   a mortar 
    stopped them all 
     their lives 
    cut off 
 
 No dead 
  in school clothes 
   on a normal  
    morning 
    
  A strike in the 
   gut image 
 
  White kids 
   happy colors 
    no protection 
   
  against  
   hot scrapnel from 
    an exploding mortar 
 
  In infantry training 
   we watched mortars 
    being launched 
   straight up into the blue 
    until out of sight 
 
 the arching down 
 
  had the children 
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   looked up they 
    would have  
     not seen death coming 
 
   and if they saw it 
    a second or two  
     later 
    the end of seeing 
     anything 
      over 
 
  The mortar man 
   if he had eyes 
    on the bridge 
     would have witnessed 
      the kids 
     shredded 
    in the colorful 
     kid coats 
 
  And if the mortar 
   man was not a  
    witness 
     the spotter 
      was 
 
  who would have radioed 
   a high-five 
    to the mortarman 
220308-0437 
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CHINA BACKS RUSSIA 100% NOW 
 
 Putin wanting to expand 
  the Soviet Union 
   boundaries 
  34 years after 
   the boundaries 
    changed 
 
 Blaming the USA 
  and NATO 
   for taking in 
    the old  
     Soviet state 
 
  Drew the line at NATO 
   in the Ukraine 
 
 China under Mau 
  Russia under Stalin 
 
  suffered millions dead 
   under communism 
    trying to catch 
   up to the world 
    in the 20th century 
 
  Human life 
   has little value 
    over the goals 
     of the state 
 
 China has eyes on Taiwan 
  almost 80 years now 
 
  They raped and pillaged 
   and almost murdered 
    out of existence 
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    of the non-violent 
     Tibetans 
 
  Fortunately the Dali Lama 
   was invited to India 
 
   Dali Lama 
    says it was 
     for the best 
    because Tibetan Buddhism 
     propagated around 
      the world 
 
  But they were not 
   Chinese so they 
    were nothing 
     plus they were 
    saturated with 
     religion and 
impediments 
   to communism 
    with its god as State 
     power and money 
 
  Hong Kong has been raped 
   1 million Muslims being 
    reprogramed 
     or executed 
      maybe 
imprisoned 
    first 
  now they lived in 
   concentration reprogramming 
    camps 
 
  They have taken up 
   the mantra that the 
    QUAD in Asia 
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  Japan. South Korea.  
   Australia. USA 
 
  same as NATO 
   and USA 
    in Europe 
 
  So it seems 
   Russia and China 
    are now fully 
     in sync 
    china helping to 
     loosen economic 
      sanctions 
     in Russia 
    by NATo and USA 
 
  So the killing fields 
   in Ukraine 
    where Russia 
   is spending millions  
    to kill 
     humans with bombs 
    very expensive  
     no eff---- 
 
 Russia in two weeks 
  knows Ukraine 
   will fight to the  
    death 
 
  A door to door 
   urban battle 
    cost a lot 
     of Russian lives 
 
  So far now they 
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   just bomb 
    civilians 
   while they figure out 
    what is next 
 
  Russia learned nothing 
   in Afghanistan 
    about determined freedom 
fighters 
    patriots 
     insurgeants 
 
  With ongoing sanctions 
   and a never 
    ending patriot 
     fight 
    Russia can’t win 
 
 NATo and the USA 
  just have to keep 
   pouring weapons 
    into Ukraine 
   low tech rifles 
    sniper rifles better 
   and high tech 
    Javilin tank killers 
     and stinger  
      helicopter and 
     jet killers 
 
   The stinger 
    enough stingers 
     are more effective 
      than jets 
 
  ~ Just aim and shoot 
   the heat seeking 
    missile 
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    does the rest 
 
  ~The Ukrainians 
   killed a Soviet general 
    last week 
 
  Generals don’t get 
   killed much 
  Shows an untrained 
   army that the 
    general has to get 
   that close to the 
    wet works 
 
220308-0458 
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CIVILIAN CORRIDOR OUT OF UKRAINE 
 
 __ the Russians 
  agreed then  
   opened fire 
    when the  
   refugees got out 
    in the open 
 
 Russian yesterday offered 
  definite corridor 
   if it led to Russia 
    or Belarius 
 
  Totally sinical 
   shows what a jokester Putin is 
 
 There have always  
  been war and rumors 
   of wars 
    so what else is 
     new 
 
---   
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RUSSIA OIL UKRAINE NUCLEAR REACTOR 
 
 ~ Depending on Russian oil 
 
  and nuclear reactor 
   in Ukraine 
    that would 
   be blown up 
    and wipe out 
     Western Europe 
 
  Or just shut down 
   the reactor 
    and sell more 
     oil is 
    the Russian 
   ____ plan 
 
 So in this plan 
  you don’t want to 
   kill too many 
    economically enslaved 
   oil consumers 
 
  Forget global warming 
 
 I am sure Russia 
  will help Ukraine 
   dismantle 
    the reactor 
 
  to give peace of mind 
   and mo money 
    for oil to Russia 
 
220308-0505 
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRESSURING 
  AMERICAN COMPANIES 
   DOING BUSINESS IN RUSSIA 
 
 I see no way 
  for those companies 
   to continue to make 
    money servicing Russians 
     who are killing 
    civilians in Ukraine 
 
  The choice 
   should be immediate 
 
   The cost to these corporations 
    is nothing compared to 
     WWIII 
 
 the shutting down 
  of the companies 
   in Russia 
 
  Stops all denial 
   by Putin and  
 
  the leadership of Russia 
   that Russia is in 
    the right 
 
   Russians who go on 
    will business as usual 
     absolutely  
    share the evil of Putin 
 
  I do not know 
   why the corporate 
    decisions are so hard 
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  There is a policy 
   of the USA 
    to boycott 
     Divest 
      and Sanction 
     Russia 
 
  By staying open 
   the makes WWIII 
    possible 
  
  Another war in Europe 
   back to the 20th  
    century 
 
   Greed is a powerful 
    force in the world 
     human society 
 
    right next 
     to apathy 
 
   definitely more 
    powerful than 
 
  “All hail the power 
   of Jesus name” 
 
220308-1152 
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A SECOND RUSSIAN GENERAL KILLED 
 
 Major General Vitaly Gerasimov 
  Chief of Staff 41st Army 
   Central Military District Russia 
    along with other  
     senior officers 
 
 This is crazy for the 
  3d biggest army 
   in the world 
 
  It show how inept 
   the Russians are on  
    the battlefield 
 
  Part I am sure 
   they did not expect 
    a whole country 
     of freedom fighters 
    ready to die 
   defending Ukraine 
 
  They did not expect 
   an Afghanistan 
    repeat 
 
   Another laughable 
    problem is that 
     the Army has 
    lost some communications 
     in the area 
    because the Russians 
   blew up the 3G 4G 
    cell phone towers 
     the Army was 
      using 
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  Now the communications 
   are not secret 
    and the 
   Ukrainians 
    can listen to orders 
     being given 
    by the Russians 
   and prepare their defense 
 
  LOL 
 
220309-0325 
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MORE AMERICAN CORPORATIONS LEAVING RUSSIA 
 
 MacDonalds Starbucks 
  and other global 
   corpoations are 
    closing down 
     in Russia 
 
  giving pay to 
   the non working 
    employees 
   60,000 workers 
 
 New York Times is leaving 
  afer 100 years 
   due to the 15 years  
    prison term 
   for reporting negative 
    news 
 
  The ruble continues to decline 
 
   
  Britain serious about no 
   Russian jets in their  
    air space 
     it is a ___ 
      now 
     under control of 
    cops not the FAA 
 
  The economic 
   are having an impact 
    and more and more 
     American companies 
      will be leaving 
220309-0338 
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POLISH JETS 
 
 Poland said  
  it was giving 27 MIG jets 
   to Ukraine through  
    U S base in Reinheim 
 
  But not US says 
   no it is a bad 
    idea the jets 
   wont help that much 
 
   and will be  
    shot down  
     quickly 
 
  Also they need to be  
   refitted which takes 
    time and money 
 
  And there is the  
   Russians maybe saying 
 
 the war expands to NATO 
  v. Russia 
   another key to WWIII 
 
  So much is new 
   in the conflict 
    economics is 
     the controlling 
    factor 
   if it holds 
    then no more 
     soldier world wars 
 
  It is obvious now 
   what serious sanction 
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    can do to a country 
 
  Russia is blowing up  
   a lot of buildings 
    but the USA and allies 
     and other 
    contra countries 
     are joining the sanctions 
 
  due in some part 
   to social media showing 
 
  There is really no 
   saving face  
    way out for  
     Putin now 
 
  In a word 
   they overplayed 
    their hand 
 
220309-0346 
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U S QUIT BUYING OIL FROM RUSSIA 
 
Congress sent a bill 
 to President Biden to stop 
  oil imports from 
   Russia 
  $100 million a day 
 
 Biden made the Republicans 
  sign off on the reality 
   of higher gas prices 
  So he wont be  
   blamed for that 
  71% of Americans OK 
   with resulting higher 
    gas prices 
 
 Republican are happy  
  because it mean more 
   money for oil companies 
    opening up drilling 
     in the USA 
 
 It is just going 
  to fast forward 
   global warming 
 
  No one care about 
   that its their 
    childrens problem 
 
 I hear nothing 
  on the new about 
   drive flying less 
    or a way 
   to slow down gas-flation 
220309-0350 
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PUTIN SAYS ECONOMIC WAR 
 NOT PART OF REAL WAR 
 
 Putin was told by Biden 
  over and over 
   that if Russia 
    invaded Ukraine 
     the sanctions 
    were going to be 
   something out of his 
    worst nightmare 
 
  Putin shrugged it off 
   in his arrogance 
    now he sees 
     but it is too late 
 
 American corporations are 
  moving out of Russia 
   more each day 
 
  These global corporations 
   are one of the  
    8 foundations 
     of WorldPeace 
   Governments, Religions, Courts of Law 
   Social Media, Global Corporations, 
   Universities, Democracy, 
    Global, Economics 
 
  All 8 control  
   the level of peace  
    in the world human  
     society 
 
  In an old school 
   boots on the ground 
    WWI  WWII war 
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  there were few global corporations 
   no Social Media 
 
 
  The interconnected oneness 
   of Global economics 
 
 Putin does not live 
  in the 21st century 
   but is stuck in the 20th century 
 
 Each day more and more 
  global corporations 
   are being pushed 
    to join the 
   Boycott Divest Sanction 
    global branding 
     of Russia as a 
    pariah nation 
 
 The world human 
  society seems to have 
   become intolerant 
    to mass murders of 
     civilian population 
     
  and this Russia V. Ukraine 
   war is going to 
    be the last 
     global war 
 
  Economics is the 
   God of the world human society 
    Corporate Religion 
     is withering  
      away 
 
  As per Bill Clinton 
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   to George Bush 
  “It’s the economy stupid.” 
 
220310-0908 
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PUTIN TRUMP HITLER 
 
We now see 
 more and more 
  how much Trump 
   Putin and Hitler 
    are cut from 
   the same cloth 
 
 All are liars 
  and lying is how Jesus 
   defined Satan 
  “The father of lies 
   because there is  
    no truth in him.” 
 
 Putin bought 200,000 
  boots on the ground to 
   Ukraine 
    said he was   
     not going to invade 
    then did just that 
 
 Agreed to safe corridors 
  for Ukrainians to escape 
   then opened fire on them 
    in bombing hospital 
   the worst was a 
    maternity hospital 
     yesterday 
 
 And he used the same 
  excuse as to Zionists 
   against the Palestinians 
    the freedom fighter 
   wee  using it 
    as a base 
     of operations 
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 Now Putin is 
  saying Ukraine was 
   manufacturing 
    biological weapons of 
     mass destruction 
 
  So Putin 
   back the other world creep 
    Assade of Syria 
   Putin is about to 
    use chemical 
     and biological 
      on Ukraine 
 
  In this war you 
   can tell what Putin 
    is about to do 
     by what he denies 
    and what he accuses 
     the Ukrainians of 
      doing 
 
  For me biological 
   weapons of mass 
    destruction 
     are a bright red line 
 
  It is a life sentence 
   of sanctions and 
    the total  
     forever 
      wars 
     against nation 
      who use them 
 
  When this Ukraine 
   war is over 
    hopefully the sanctions 
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    against Russia 
   will remain 
 
 The total 
  war on fossil fuels 
   and that leaves Russia in 
    the stone age 
 
  forever and ever amen 
 
 And don’t forget 
  total economic war 
   against Russia 
 
 sends the strongest  
  message to the Chinese 
   stay out of Taiwan 
 
America and Western Europe 
 are the innovators 
  in the world human society 
   the Chinese 
    are the copycats 
 
 Which do you 
  think rules the world 
 
220310-0922 
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RUSSIA OPEN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION OF META 
 
 Russia opened 
  a criminal case to 
   designate 
    Facebook’s parent company 
     Meta 
    an “extremist organization” 
 
  Meta temporarily 
   eased its political 
    speech rules 
   allowing posts like 
    “death to the Russian 
     invaders.” 
 
   But no speech promoting 
    violence against 
     Russians 
 
  Putin is coming 
   unhinged he has caused 
    more economic 
     damage in Russia 
    that all he has 
   accomplished since 
    he took over from 
     Yeltzen Dec 31, 1999 
 
 Making an isolated 
  country out of Russia 
   a pariah nation now 
  over its aggression 
   against Ukrain 
    will end a possible 
     future nuclear 
    war with Russia 
     or China 
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 The children of the 
  Third millennium 
   have a new 
    perspective 
   of world order 
    and they bring on 
     the Age of Aquarius 
  and the evils 
   of the corporate religions 
    and the  
     Age of Pisces 
 
  Putin is a trapped 
   rat about to 
    understand 
     economic rat poison 
 
 The economic 
  withdrawal if it 
   continues will 
    leave him 
   what Senator John McCain 
    called Russia 
   “A gas station 
    posing as a nation.” 
 
  After the Russian 
   are vacated from 
    the Ukraine 
 
   the world human society 
    will move fast and 
     furious 
 
   to end the planetary  
    use of fossil fuels 
220311-0825 
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WATER DECONSTRUCTED INTO OXYGEN AND 
HYDROGEN AS THE FUTURE ENERGY 
 
The only  
 sane future 
  for the world human society 
   is to develop 
    water as energy 
 
 Convert water into 
  Oxygen and Hydrogen 
   and burn them 
    for energy 
   by recombination 
    the byproduct is 
     water. 
 
  Unlimited energy 
   in water which covers 
    70% of the planet 
 
  After Putin and as a result of Putin 
   the enemy will be  
    fossil fuel companies 
 
   The greed in the 
    world human society 
     is the driving force of 
      fossil fuels 
     as energy 
 
  Boycott Divest Sanctions 
 
   It is the common 
    human who owns 
     fossil fuel stock 
    that fund the  
   fossil fuel companies 
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  After we make Putin and Russia 
   pariahs in the 
    world human society 
 
  We need to focus 
   on fossil fuels 
    executives 
   who do not immediately 
    take their 
     companies to 
    renewable energy 
   or just shut down 
 
220311-0833 
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THE CHESS GAME THAT IS  
 RUSSIA VS THE USA 
 
 Putin started his 
  war with lies 
   that his 190,000 
    boots on the ground 
   surrounding the Ukraine 
   
  was no indication 
   that he was 
    going to invade 
     
   but he did 
 
  Within days 
   he realized 
    that the Ukrainians 
     were not the 
      Crimea 
     and he was not 
    going to win a 
     very short war 
 
  His generals battle plan 
   was defective and the 
    Ukrainians were 
     ready to fight 
      to the death 
 
  Putin forgot 
   that he had 
    a proxy war 
     since 2014 
    in east Ukraine 
   and the Ukrainians 
    had a worthy trained 
     army fighting 
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   there for 8 years 
 
 
 Then the sanctions began 
  and expanded beyond the USA 
   to Europe 
  and now American corporations 
   are pulling out 
    one by one 
     more each day 
    leaving billions 
   of dollars 
    of investments  
     in Russia 
 
  Putin threatened  
   to nationalize those companies 
 
  No problem 
   when things settle down 
    and the war ends 
   America will return 
    to Russia  
     and demand  
    their assets back 
   as a condition of returning 
 
 Putin is still not in 
  control with the 3rd 
   largest Army in 
    the world 
 
  Putin is being removed 
   from the global atheletic  
    competitions 
   and other global 
    neutral arenas 
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  Now Putin is claiming 
   that the USA has 
    biological labs 
     in the Ukraine 
    a prelude to using 
   chemical and biological  
    weapons of mass destruction 
     in Ukraine 
     
   as he did for Assad 
    in Syria 
 
  That will 
   increase the migration 
    out of Russia 
     by more 
      and more 
     nations 
 
  Putin cannot fight 
   a global war 
    and China may finance him 
     but they will not 
    join the Russian 
     boots on the ground war 
 
  Putin cannot win 
   he will never completely 
    own Ukraine 
     they will fight 
      to the death 
 
  2.5 million refugees 
   have left 
    most to Poland 
 
  The question is 
   how far will he go 
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   will he take Russia 
  all the way down 
   before someone 
    assassinated him 
     or Covid 
    or cancer takes hold 
 
  Question is 
   whether on the way out 
    Putin has liutenants who will 
   fire the nuclear missiles 
    as his parting  
     farewell 
 
 Who knows 
 
  I have no doubt 
   he will set the  
    world on fire 
 
  His war now is 
   against civilians 
 
  A holocaust 
   that includes everyone 
    no just Jews 
 
 One way or the other 
  this will be the last 
   major war 
 
 China knows now 
  it cannot have Taiwan 
   and there will be 
    a price to pay 
   for Tibet 
  which is working 
   to exterminate 
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  But the Dali Lama 
   is alive and well 
    in India so 
   Tibetan Buddhism 
    survives 
 
220211-0932 
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CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
 
 The word 
  spreads that 
   the evil Russian Army 
  has brought chemical 
   and biological 
    weapons into 
     Ukraine 
 
 The evidence 
  is the appearance 
   of hasmet suits 
 
  There are weapons 
   of extermination 
    not in gas chambers 
     but into 
    the open air 
 
  I cannot wrap my head 
   around the use of  
    these evil weapons 
     of mass murder 
 
 The user  
  would have 
   total contempt 
    for all human life 
 
  His dementia  
   would be undeniable 
 
  It seems 
   Putin will claim 
    that the gas 
   would be from 
    ruptured stores 
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   in the Ukraine 
 
 Ruptured by the 
  missiles and artillery shells 
   of Putin 
 
  He maybe hoping 
   to initiate total war 
    as in nuclear war 
 
220312-0043 
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PUTIN ASKS CHINA FOR A LOAN 
 
Putin is running out of money 
 the economics 
  sanctions and not 
   as boots on the ground 
    blood and guts 
   but like everything else 
  in the world human society 
   no money – no war 
 
 The USA has made 
  clear its ability and willingness to 
   impose devastating 
    economic sanctions 
   certainly China 
    is not going to  
     casually 
    write checks to China 
 
 The USA has made it 
  absolutely clear 
   that any country  
    large or small 
     that significantly 
    helps Russia 
   propagate crimes against humanity 
    in the Ukraine 
   will incur push-back 
    from America 
     and its allies 
 
  Going into the 4th 
   week of the war 
    and asking for 
     money 
    is a huge  
   sign of a half baked war 
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   plan to overrun 
    the Ukraine 
 
  It is going to be 
   devastating for Russia 
    to lose its war 
     against Ukraine 
 
 Even if Putin unilaterally 
  pulled out of Ukraine 
   now the sanctions 
    would not be lifted 
 
  And I have no doubt 
   because there is  
    any agreement 
   to lift economic sanctions 
    after the war is ended 
     and Russia is out of 
      Ukraine 
 
  Russia will have 
   to rebuild the Ukraine 
 
  There is a comment in the news 
   Russia is running  
    short of missiles 
 
  In truth Russia 
   has made little 
    progress in the 
     war in Ukraine 
 
  It seems to me 
   that going into 
    Ky ev is 
     going to fill  
    a lot of Russian body bags 
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 When Russia 
  pulls out of Ukraine 
   there are going to 
    be a lot of 
   Putin subordinates 
    removed 
     from office 
    jailed and exiled 
 
 Evidently the oligarchs 
  (a small group of people having control of a 
country, organization, or institution) 
  in Russia 
   that Putin made rich 
  have refused  
   to finance his war 
 
  Putin is in a box 
   there is no way 
    out for 
     Russia to ever 
    return to 
     normalcy within  
      decades 
 
 No doubt 
  Putin sees 
   the hangman 
    in the distance 
   coming for him 
 
  Mussolini and Hitlet 
    came to bad ends 
 
   The USA is not going 
    to help Russia 
     recover 
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  as it did Germany and Japan 
   after WWII 
 
  Another part of 
   reparations 
    Russia is going 
     to be required to 
      reduce it nuclear 
     arsenal  
      to reach parity 
     with the USA. 
    a reduction of about 1200 
   nuclear warheads 
 
  Putin request 
   for a loan from  
    China is a huge event 
 
   No one else is 
    going to finance him 
 
   And China is not 
    going to give away 
     money  
    it will not get back 
 
  Russia will have to 
   sign a Note 
    and without 
   the West lifting sanctions 
    Russia is not going 
     to be a good  
      credit risk 
 
  Boycott  
   Divest 
    Sanctions 
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  China is thinking 
   different now about  
    Taiwan 
 
  But those to fear 
   the most are the Zionists 
    and their apartheid  
   postage stamp nation of Israel 
 
  53 refugee camps  
   in the Middle East 
    since WWII 
     and their 
    concentration camp in Gaza 
 
  I see a giant leap 
   forward for WorldPeace 
    with Russia 
     leaving Ukraine 
220214-0428 
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PUTIN’S WAR AND THE TRICKLE DOWN INTO THE 
WORLD HUMAN SOCIETY 
 
The war in Ukraine  
 has a giant trickle down effect 
  in the world human society 
   there is no place to hide 
 
 Much of the world is dependent on 
  Russian oil 
 
  We are in new territory 
   but a reality very much a  
    part of global warming 
 
  We need to cut back  
   the use of oil and the 
    consequent increase in  
     emissions 
 
 The use of fossil fuels for energy 
  is causing an increase in climate related 
   problem that we even now cannot 
    adapt to fast enough 
   
   We are in a hole and still 
    digging 
 
Something that has only  
 barely entered the global energy 
  climate change discussion 
   is the reduction in the use 
    of fossil fuels 
 
 Drive less. Carpool. Drive slower. Work from home. 
  reduce speed limits. Trains over planes.  
 
  The problem is that Americans and  
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  much of the rest of the  
   world human society 
    is the violent reaction 
     to mandate mask 
    wearing that after two years 
   of mandates regarding Covid 
  people are not ready to shift  
   to a whole new set of  
    mandate regarding the 
     reduction in use 
    of fossil fuels. 
 
 At 74, I remember the end of WWII 
  and all the conversation how 
   all Americans accepted the 
    huge inconvenience 
     of a Global war 
    against Germany, Italy 
     and Japan 
 
 Everyone was on board 
  with the sacrifices 
   but all that is forgotten 
    and rejected with 
   the baby boomer generation 
    there is a major push back 
   against any kind of  
    group consensus 
     to work together  
    and make sacrifices 
 
  I live a minimalist life 
   I have made so many sacrifices 
    over my 74 years 
     I have not felt 
    imposed on with  
     getting vaccinated 
    or wearing masks 
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  But my generation, 
   the Baby Boomers  
    have little desire to 
     sacrifice anything 
 
  I cannot help but thinks back 
   to the Vietnam war  
    and those who were not 
     drafted and refused 
    to volunteer. 
 
  And the gigantic push back 
   against civil rights  
    for Blacks 
 
   I don’t know where this 
    anti-American demand 
   not to be inconvenienced 
    in any way came from 
 
  This is different from the 1973 oil shortage 
   due to Iran 
 
   Now we are dealing with Russia 
    “The gas station 
     posing as a nation.” 
 
  Also, we are now dealing with 
   natural gas in addition to  
    oil 
 
  America cannot gear up to drill 
   enough oil in the short term 
    We have painted ourselves 
     in the corner  
    and getting out is not 
     going to be easy 
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    or short lived 
 
 WE MUST TRANSITION TO CLEAN ENEGY 
  and there is no way it is going to be easy 
   or without sacrifice. 
 
 We either make the transition 
   or we burn up the Garden of Eden 
   and tell out children  
    to Fuck Off  
     about inheriting 
    a desert planet. 
 
  We love our fossil fuels 
   more that we love our children 
 
  That is an undeniable fact. 
   
 We are far behind our commitments 
  under the Paris Agreement 
    
The Republicans are against 
 talk about global warming 
  much less doing anything  
   about it 
 
 The Republican metric is money 
  and profit even if it means 
   an oil rig in every back yard 
     
  Jimmy Carter asked people to  
   turn down their thermostats 
    in the winter 
   and up in the summer. 
 
  There was a landslide 
   against Democrats 
    in the 1980 presidential 
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     elections 
 
  If the question of apathy 
   about climate change comes up 
     
   The spoken or unspoken response is 
    WHO CARES !!! 
 
  The Putin War in Ukraine 
   is another wake up call 
    that the world human society 
   is coming to a crossroads 
    where change is addressed 
     and mitigated 
    or the world human society  
     will crash and burn  
    or burn and crash  
 
  The acts of the rabid murderous dog Putin 
   are going to be seen as a minor 
    wake up call to what is bearing 
   down on the world human society. 
 
220319-1335 
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AMERICANS ARE SUPPORTIVE OF  
 UKRAINIANS 
  
  because they are White Christians 
 
 In Iraq and Afghanistan 
  Americans were fighting against 
   dark-skinned Muslims 
 
In WWI there was more reluctance 
 to go to war with White Christian Germans 
   
  than warring against 
   yellow skinned Japs 
    who were not Christians 
 
From Southern Cracker racists 
 in the South 
  to wars against nations 
 
 Racism is a definite factor. 
 
220319-1346 
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MARIUPOL 
 
The bodies of the children all lie here 
 dumped into a narrow trench 
  dug into the frozen dirst 
  in time a forgotten place 
   
 The shovels digging 
  explosions distant and near 
 
There  is 18-month-old Kirill 
 shrapnel wound to the head 
  too much for his little body 
 
 16-year-old Iliya 
  legs disintegrated an explosion 
   during a soccer game at school 
 
  The small girl maybe 6 
   her pajamas with cartoon unicorns 
    among the first of many 
     sacrifices to come 
 
 They are stacked together  
  with impossible to count others 
   in this mass grave  
    a place destined to 
   be forgotten 
 
  A man covered in a bright blue tarp 
   weighed down by stones 
 
 A woman wrapped in a red and gold bedsheet 
  her legs neatly bound at the ankles 
   a scrap of white fabric 
 
 Workers toss the bodies in quickly 
  the less time they spend here 
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   the better chance to stay alive 
 
 More bodies will come 
  they litter the streets 
   and yards 
 
  They come from piles 
   in hospitals 
    waiting to be  
   gathered up 
    ditched 
   adults and children 
    very young  
     very old 
 
  The love that once animated them 
   buried in grieving hearts 
    running hiding 
     to survive 
 
  No humanitarian corridors here 
   but 30,000 fled in  
    convoys of cars 
     the lucky ones 
 
 Airstrikes and shells have hit 
  the maternity hospital, 
   the fire department 
  homes churches 
 
  For those still here 
   nowhere to go 
    no place safe 
 
 Food is running out 
  The Russians have stopped  
   humanitarian attempts to bring it in 
  Electricity is mostly gone  
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   water is sparse 
    except residents melting snow  
 
 Some parents have even left  
  their newborns at the hospital 
   perhaps hoping to give them a chance  
    to live 
 
  Death is everywhere 
   2,500 and more 
    impossible to say for sure 
   to dangerous to the living 
    to have a funeral 
 
 “They have a clear order to hold Mariupol hostage, to 
mock it, to constantly bomb and shell it,” Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said on March 10. 
  
 There is no panic 
  There’s nowhere to run  
 
 At the hospitals 
  they cant save her 
   they cant same him 
    age is irrelevant 
 
  Without communications 
 medics have to guess which hospitals 
  could still handle the wounded 
   and which roads could  
    still be navigated  
   to reach them 
 
  As it sunk in 
   that there was truly no escape 
  the mood of the city changed 
 
 . It didn’t take long 
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 for grocery store shelves 
  to empty 
 
On March 6 
 as is the way of desperate people everywhere 
   they turned on each other 
 
 On one street lined with darkened stores 
  people smashed windows 
   pried open metal shutters 
  grabbed what they could 
 
 A soldier emerged from another looted store 
  on the verge of tears 
 
 This agony fits in with Putin’s goals 
  The siege is a military tactic 
  popularized in medieval times 
  designed to crush a population  
   through starvation and violence  
  allowing an attacking force to spare 
   its own soldiers 
   the cost of entering a hostile city 
 Instead 
  civilians are the ones left to die 
   slowly and painfully. 
 Putin has refined the tactic  
  during his years in power 
   first in the Chechen city of Grozny 
    in 2000  
  then in the Syrian city of Aleppo 
   in 2016 
  He reduced both to ruins 
 “Who will bring back our children? Who?” 
 
  “Our defenders will defend to the last bullet,” 
    Orlov, the deputy mayor said. 
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   “But people are dying without water and food, 
   and I think in the next several days 
 we will count hundreds and thousands of deaths.” 
 
220319-1628 
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UKRAINE NATIONAL ATHEMN 
 
Ukraine is not yet dead, nor its glory and freedom, 
 
Luck will still smile on us brother-Ukrainians. 
 
Our enemies will die, as the dew does in the sunshine, 
 
and we, too, brothers, we'll live happily in our land. 
 
 
We'll not spare either our souls or bodies to get freedom 
 
and we'll prove that we brothers are of Kozak kin. 
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THE WORLDPEACE PERSPECTIVE OF THE LONG 
RUN FUTURE OF THE UKRAINE WAR 
 
Four weeks into the  
 Russia Ukraine war 
  and the future is bleak  
   for Ukraine 
    for the world human society 
 
 One man, Putin  
  is holding the world hostage 
   from embracing peace 
 
  Without Hitler 
   there was no Nazis 
   
  Without Putin  
   there will be no  
    murderous Russian state 
 
 As an aside 
  Donald Trump  
   and the mindset of his base 
    were well positioned 
   to end American democracy 
 
  The January 6, 2021, insurrection 
   is the proof positive that 
    Trump and the Republicans 
     who supported him 
      and still do 
   plus the radical right 
    wing fascist 
     supported by the 
      Evangelical 
     and Fundamentalists 
    and Baptist Christians 
     are driven by one 
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   undeniable manta 
    White Power 
     with money as God 
 
 America is the only nation  
  where all races, all nationalities, all religions,  
   all genders live in peace 
     
   It is proof that human beings 
    no matter how classified 
     or categorized 
    can live in peace under law 
 
  But, within the DNA 
   of homo sapien sapiens 
    is a desire for a homogenous 
     world human society 
 
   Blacks would have never 
    gained a foothold in America 
     were it not for  
      slavery 
 
  The greed of Southern plantation owners 
   brought Blacks to America 
    to be exploited as free labor 
     like horses and  
    other such farm animals. 
 
 It was obvious at the founding 
  of the United States 
   that slavery was a potential 
    killer of the great democratic 
     experiment 
 
  All the White racists today  
   in America can thank 
    their Southern ancestors 
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   for the large percentage 
    of the population  
     that is Black. 
 
  The early Supreme Court justices 
   kept the Blacks subordinated 
    in total contradiction 
     to the United States 
      Constitution 
 
 The inequality 
  still exists 
    
  The core of White Fascism 
   is the fact that Whites are now 
    a minority race in America 
 
  The DNA in White homo sapien sapiens 
   demands the forever subordination of  
    Blacks, and all other so-called 
     muddy people 
      (non-whites) 
 
  The number on factor  
   grounded in the White race 
    is the White racists Trump 
 
   Christians will absolutely  
    deny it 
     because it is a harsh 
      truth, reality 
    
  Equality of the Races 
   in America 
    is for the Republicans 
   a despised so called  
    radical left mindset 
     contrary to the  
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   God ordained 
    White Christian America 
 
 The Christians cannot reconcile  
  their ultra radical left teachings of Jesus 
   through whom they claimed to 
    be saved 
   and their hateful 
    radical White racism 
     that permeates 
    every aspect of the  
     Republican Party 
 
 Donald Trump can be counted on 
  to keep White power on the top 
   of his agenda 
    while denying 
     he or the Republicans 
    are in fact White racists. 
   
 There are Republicans 
  who praise Putin  
   ~ who is White 
   because Trump 
    praises Putin 
 
  They are all traitors 
 
Putin is a rabid murderous dog 
 
 When you look  at what  
  Putin did 
   in Aleppo 
    in support of 
     Assad 
  and what he did  
   in Grozny, Chechnya 
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   with regards to how he 
    bombed those cities 
     into non-existence 
 
  killing human beings 
   without remorse 
 
   You can see what is coming in  
    Ukraine 
 
 With huge sanctions  against Russia 
  Putin and Russia’s Oligarchs 
   and American global corporations 
    withdrawing from Russia 
     and Putin is unphased 
 
  Why? 
   It is simple why? 
    He has huge reserves of 
     fossil fuels 
    which is in demand 
     globally 
 
  He has unlimited funds 
   to propagate  
    forever war 
 
   He is threatening 
    chemical and biological 
     weapons of 
      mass destruction 
     in Ukraine 
     
   He used them in Aleppo 
    in support of Assad in Syria 
     with no push back 
 
  The chances are good 
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  that he is going to use them in 
   Ukraine 
 
  And there is China 
   China will try to  
    support Russia with 
     money and weapons 
 
  because if Putin holds  
   in Ukraine 
    China will take over 
     Taiwan 
 
 More than anything else 
  China wants Taiwan 
 
   It is doubtful that  
    economic sanctions 
     against China 
    will have an impact 
 
 220320-1422 
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HOW TO END PUTIN 
 
It is time for this Russian war against the people of Ukraine to 
come to an end.  The war goes on. The killing and destruction 
of Ukraine by the Russians led by Putin goes on even when he 
now knows he cannot win because he has set the face of the 
world human society against him by his murderous acts. 
 
Ukraine is being armed by the world to slow down the murder 
and mayhem foisted on the Ukrainians by Putin.  
 
Sanctions have been put in place led by President Biden. 
President Biden, as the leader of the free world, is determined 
to stop sending Americans into country after country to fight 
unwinnable wars that have taken place since the end of WWII. 
And he is determined not to start WWIII. This is presently the 
only known sane course of action for America and the rest of 
the world human society. 
 
However, the arms to Ukraine and the sanctions against Russia 
have not worked. Ukrainians are still dying; their buildings and 
infrastructures are still being leveled. 
 
The freedom fighters of the Ukraine and volunteers who have 
traveled there have stalled the Russian Army boots on the 
ground but they have not stopped the bombs and missiles. 
 
There is no end to this war under the present mindsets, under 
the present plans of action. 
 
There is another way that will work. 
 
Jesus said, “Ask and receive, seek and find, knock and enter. 
For whoever asks, receives, whoever seeks will find, whoever 
knocks it will be opened. 
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If you have the faith the size of a mustard seed, you can say to 
the mountain move from here to there and it will move. 
Nothing will be impossible for you. 
 
If you believe in me, you will do the works I do and greater 
works will you do.” 
 
Jesus is not a liar but the people who say they believe in Jesus 
do not sufficiently believe the above teachings of Jesus which 
are true. 
 
What these teachings mean is that we as individuals and as 
members of the world human society script our future. What 
we as individuals in our lives and the Nations of the world and 
the world human society project as the future, is what the 
future will be. The future will be what we project it to be. 
 
If we project an endless war, we will create a future of endless 
war. If we project the end of war, war will cease to exist in the 
world human society. 
 
So allow me to give you a script for the future. 
 
Putin is a rabid murderous dog and he must be put down like 
any other rabid murderous dog. 
 
But not with a bullet or knife or poison. He needs to be put 
down by the world human society scripting a future where he is 
deprived of this life force. If he is deprived of his life force, he 
will simply lay down and die. If this is not true, then Jesus is a 
liar. 
 
We execute rabid dogs. We execute human beings who are 
murders in each of our Nations. Murder is not tolerated in the 
world human society.  
 
So I have declared what the world human society knows to be 
true, that Putin is a rabid murderous dog, and has no intention 
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of stopping his evil acts against Ukrainians and only God 
knows what other nations if he takes over Ukraine. 
 
Therefore, we must create a critical mass of the world human 
society projecting, praying for, meditating upon Putin being 
deprived of his life force. No one needs to do more. This will 
be sufficient. 
 
What will be the critical mass necessary? I do not know. There 
has never before been a global focus on anything. There are 8 
billion humans in the world human society. It may take a 
critical mass of 5o million, it may take a critical mass of 2 
billion, it may take as few as 50 or 5 true believers. We will see. 
 
Putin is every bit as evil as Hitler. No one is going to deny that. 
When Hitler killed himself the war in Europe ended. When 
Putin dies, war will not just end in Ukraine, but world war will 
end in the world human society from sea to shining sea forever 
because we will have the will of the people to project 
WorldPeace.  
 
The world human society will embark on a path to a more Sane 
and Just world human society with no more Hitlers, no more 
Putins. 
 
As I have written it, so let it be done. 
 
Also, let the world continue its present endeavors toward 
ending Putin and his war. But let the focus be on a spiritual 
ending of Putin grow to a critical mass. 
 
For those who are being murdered by Putin, those who are 
hiding alone or in groups anywhere, in addition, you must write 
a script where the bombs and missiles aimed at you will disarm, 
will no longer work, will fall into open ground, will not reach 
their target and will kill no one as they are redirected and 
disabled. This is the script that you must also write to save your 
lives. 
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As to the Russian soldiers in Ukraine the script is this. You will 
put down your weapons, gather up your food and water and 
begin to walk back to Russia. You will wear white on your 
person. You will take no weapons of war with you. 
 
No one will harm you. You will have safe passage. 
 
But if you try to take any instrument used to kill human beings 
with you, you will be attacked and killed. Armed soldier will not 
have safe passage home. 
 
There will never be peace for Ukraine if one single soldier 
wearing white and walking home is mercilessly killed while 
making his way back to the Russian border. 
 
If the Russians ask for a ride home, by all means Ukrainians 
should help them go home. 
 
As I have written it, so let it be done. 
 
It does not matter what you think about me. I have no 
organization. I am one man with one message. WorldPeace. I 
answer to no one but God for what I choose to do. 
 
But what I know is this, the present progression of the war in 
Ukraine from all perspectives has never worked well. It is time 
to move out of the 20th century and its ceaseless and endless 
wars. 
 
It is time for the world human society to transition into a true 
future of peace and justice. 
 
Certainly there is much evidence that there are many humans 
ready to embrace a new reality for the future and for all the 
children of the Third Millennium 
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Forward this to everyone you know NOW. The sooner you get 
on board this peace train, the sooner the wars will stop. You 
cannot say my plan will not work, if you in your apathy do 
nothing. What I have written is the teaching of Jesus, the 
promise of Jesus. and I can assure you Jesus is not a liar.  
 
Sincerely, 
Let there be peace on earth 
Dr John WorldPeace JD 
March 17, 2022 12:00 
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MILITARY MATH THREATENS  
 PUTIN’S UKRAINE PLAN – per the experts 

The math of military conquests and occupation may be against 
Russian President Vladimir Putin in Ukraine. 

Estimates of Russian deaths vary widely. Yet even conservative 
figures are in the low thousands. That’s a much faster pace than 
in previous Russian offensives, threatening support for the war 
among ordinary Russians. Russia had 64 deaths in five days of 
fighting during its 2008 war with Georgia. It lost about 15000 
in Afghanistan over 10 years, and more than 11000 over years 
of fighting in Chechnya. 

Russia’s number of dead and wounded in Ukraine is nearing 
the 10% benchmark of diminished combat effectiveness, said 
Dmitry Gorenburg, a researcher on Russia’s security at the 
Virginia-based CNA think tank. The reported battlefield deaths 
of four Russian generals — out of an estimated 20 in the fight 
— signal impaired command, he said. 

Researchers tracking only those Russian equipment losses that 
were photographed or recorded on video say Russia has lost 
more than 1500 tanks, trucks, mounted equipment and other 
heavy gear. Two out of three of those were captured or 
abandoned, signaling the failings of the Russian troops that let 
them go. 

When it comes to the grinding job of capturing and holding 
cities, conventional military metrics suggest Russia needs a 5-to-
1 advantage in urban fighting, analysts say. Meanwhile, the 
formula for ruling a restive territory in the face of armed 
opposition is 20 fighters for every 1000 people — or 800000 
Russian troops for Ukraine’s more than 40 million people, said 
Michael Clarke, former head of the British-based Royal United 
Services Institute, a defence think tank. 
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That’s almost as many as Russia’s entire active-duty military of 
900000, and it means controlling substantial Ukrainian territory 
long term could take more resources than Russia can commit, 
he said. 

“Unless the Russians intend to be completely genocidal — they 
could flatten all the major cities, and Ukrainians will rise up 
against Russian occupation — there will be just constant 
guerrilla war,” said Clarke. 

~~~~~ 

Russia’s boots on the ground 
 are stalled all over Ukraine 
  in this the 4th week of the war 
 
 This is not a siege 
  this is not a war of attrition 
   it is a stalemate 
 
  The Russians are deconstructing Ukraine 
   but at the end of the day 
    they are going to have to fight 
   
  and all that rubble is going to create  
   infinite places for Ukrainian 
    boots on the ground 
     to make the taken of  
      ground very  
     expensive 
 
 Russia has to win 
  at the end of the day 
   he has to win 
    and the way things 
     are going now 
    does not point to a win 
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A withdrawal by the Russians  
 will be a win for Ukraine 
 
  It seems that 
   the Ukrainians 
    come out at night 
   and blow up a few tanks and  
    kill a dozen or more  
     Russians 
 
  Then go back into hiding 
   and plan the next nights 
    attacks 
 
 Ukraine is as big as Texas 
  Lots of places to high 
   and ambush 
 
  As wars like this go on 
   every body learns 
    how to fight 
 
   The Ukrainian fighters 
    must have good 
     intelligent 
   to have killed 12 Russian generals 
  6 or major generals 
   (two stars) 
 
Slenzkey must stay alive 
 He is the most powerful weapon 
  the Ukrainians have 
 
 He wants to talk peace 
  but Putin is not interested 
   There can be no peace 
 
  Putin has to win 
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    he has to bring the whole 
   of Ukraine under his control 
 
 The sanctions are not working quickly 
  but they are working 
    
  There is a significant opposition 
   to Putin within Russia 
 
  Putin will have to allow  
   his soldiers leave to go home 
    and when they go home 
     they will tell the truth 
 
 Right now 
  everyone is waiting for a breakout 
   by one side or the other 
    I think that is going  
     to take months 
 
  Putin wants to use Chemical and Biological 
   weapons of mass destruction 
    to gain a high Ukrainian 
     body count 
 
  But that is going to bring 
   a response of the USA 
    and NATO 
 
   bringing in drones 
    and targeting the command  
     and control officers 
 
 Then the ineffectiveness of the  
  Russian boots on the ground is 
   going to degenerate into  
    chaos 
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 I cannot see this war ending 
  in 2022 unless Putin is assassinated 
    
  The Zionists are good  
   at that kind of thing 
 
  But a $100 million dollar bounty 
   on Putin would bring teams of 
    mercenaries 
 
  and mercenaries 
   would bring their own drones 
 
 And there are the oligarchs 
  start selling their assets  
   and confiscating more 
     
  Begin killing 
   their families 
    as Russia has been doing 
     all over Ukraine 
 
  Put bounties on Putin’s daughters 
 
One thing more 
 the nature of war has now changed 
   
 The USA and NATO 
  and other countries  
   can see that the future of war 
    are drones 
   and DARPA dogs 
    and swarms of lethal 
     mosquitos 
 
 Swarms of drones 
  of every kind 
   showered on an Army 
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  is what is coming 
    
   And something that 
    has not been talked about 
   hacking of computers 
    to the max 
 
  A lot will be learned 
   by this war 
     
  But the best weapon  
   is going to be green energy 
     
    and the best green energy 
   will be free energy that we already 
  have the technology for 
 
 The problem is what do you do with  
  global fossil fuel unemployment 
   bankrupt fossil fuels  
    corporations 
 
  Right now we have another 
   Hitler 
 
   Another Rabid Murderous Dog 
    named Putin 
 
  Openly exterminating 
   Ukrainian civilians 
 
  This has the last such war 
 
220320-2013  
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RUSSIA USES HYPERSONIC MILLILES IN UKRAINE 
 
Hypersonic missiles  
 travel 5 to 10 times 
  the speed of sound 
   depending on which article 
    you read 
 
 They can be effective 
  1,200 miles away 
   so they can be fired from Russia 
    into Ukraine 
 
  So what actually 
   What I see is Putin is running 
    out of cheap missiles 
   so he has to keep up the  
    barrage with the  
     top drawer 
    missiles 
 
  The main issue 
   is that Putin is presently stalled 
    with boots on the ground 
   so he kills civilians 
    in their apartments 
 
   But civilians are not the 
    ones killing his 
     boots on the  
      ground 
 
 So while we wait for Putin 
  to find a way  
   to make his boots on the ground 
    move forward 
   and engage the Ukrainian 
    army and militia 
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     and volunteer 
      patriots 
     he murders civilians 
 
 I started out calling Putin 
  a rabid murderous dog 
   and I think the term still 
    applies better  
     than any other 
 
  Targeting civilians is  
   againt the UN terms  
    of engagement 
 
   But who cares right 
    much less who  
     can actually 
    stop him 
 
220321-1225 
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THE ZIONIST – WHERE ARE THEY 
 
 Now the Zionists 
  have their annual 
   Holocaust  
    poor pitiful us 
     memorials 
    where 6 million  
   Jews were murdered  
    by the Nazis 
     over 6 years 
    80 years ago 
 
 Now we have a war  
  where the Russians  
   are not bothering with 
    concentration camps 
   but are just targeting  
    Ukrainians 
     out in the open 
    ~~ they could care less 
   about burning the bodies 
 
 Where are the Zionist  
  protesting this mass murdering 
   by Russian 
 
  Russia has forced 
   3.5 million Ukrainian 
    refugees to flee 
   to neighboring countries 
  and has displaced another 6.5 million 
   within Ukraine 
 
 And hey, 
  they did this all in 4 weeks 
   and the numbers are growing 
    daily 
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   So where are the Zionists 
    when we need them 
     to stop the ongoing 
    Ukrainian Holocaust 
 
  Will the Zionist attend  
   the Ukrainians Holocaust 
    when Putin is finally 
     hanged upside 
    down on what is left of 
     Ukrainian TV 
 
   Are there any Zionists 
    in Ukraine fighting the 
     Russian Holocaust 
 
  Well I guess there is the other  
   issue for the Zionists 
    1) Their postage stamp  
   apatheid nation with regards to 
    the Palestians 
   2) and the 53 80 year old  
    Palestian refugee camps 
     all over the  
      Middle East 
  3) And there is the Gaza concentration camp 
   for millions more Palestians 
 4) All due to the   
  ethnic cleansing of  
   Palestians 
    from Palestine 
     so the Zionist 
    can keep building homes 
   for Israelis only 
    until there is no more  
     Palestinians 
      in Palestine 
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 The I think  
  I will ignore  
   all future 
    Zionists Holocaust 
     memorials 
 
220321-1241 
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BORIS ROMANCHENKO, 96, HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR 

 MURDERED BY PUTIN 

Holocaust survivor, 96, is killed in Ukraine 

Germany’s Buchenwald concentration camp memorial said 

Friday that Boris Romanchenko -- a Holocaust survivor who 

was 96 years old -- has been killed in the Ukrainian city of 

Kharkiv.  
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UKRAINIAN ORPHANS IN POLAND –  
 COLLATERAL DAMAGE 
 
 We do not hear much in the news about 
  all the new made orphans 
   from Ukraine who  
    survived the killing fields 
   but whose parents  
    didn’t 
 
  Children whose childhood 
   was terminated by Russians 
 
    Fortunately 
      there are many 
     caretakers in Poland 
    and I guess there are some 
   Americans who have gone to  
    help with these unfortunate 
     little people 
 
   I would think that the Evangelical 
    and Fundamentalist and 
     Baptist Christians 
    might have filled those ranks 
     of caretakers 
    or maybe simply 
     gather up a child or two 
    and brought them home. 
 
   No I haven’t heard much about this 
 
  Putins bombs 
   reversed their happy children lives 
    what a gob of spit he is 
 
   Everyday, 
    more dead parents 
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     more orphans 
     
   collateral damage 
    from 21st century wars 
     same same as all wars 
 
    The least we could accomplish 
     is the brutal death 
      of Putins two 
     daughters 
 
   And if we could catch them alive 
    give them to the mercenaries 
  who are helping  
   the Ukrainians 
    kill Russians 
 
 When this war is over 
  we could ship what is left  
   of them home 
 
  or just through 
   them in a shallow 
    slit trench after  
   they are raped to death 
     and cover 
    these daughters 
   along with the rest of the shit 
 
  Collateral damage of war 
 
~~~ ~~~ 
 
Oh yes and there are those  
 new born babies  
  of Ukrainians surrogate mothers 
   stuck in Ukraine 
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  Do these parents 
   egg and sperm donors 
    feel any connection  
     to their children 
 
   Who knows 
 
    nobody reporting on this 
 
220321-1255 
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UKRANINE CELEBRITIES ARE DYING IN THE 
WAR, ADDING AN EXTRA DIMENSION TO THE 
NATION’S SHOCK 

A male ballet dancer. 
 An award-winning female actor.  
  A biathlete.  

An actor who posted glamorous selfies on Instagram 
 to his nearly 13,000 followers 
  until he joined up and 
  uploaded two final shots of himself  
  looking stylish in camouflage. 

These are some of the Ukrainian celebrities killed 
 since Russia invaded on Feb. 24.  
 

 Their deaths add an extra dimension 
  to the country’s shock and anguish 
   over the war. 

And then the was that interview 
 with that young Ukraine guy 
  who came to Poland  
   to avoid the fight 

 I thought Selenzsky 
  prohibited men 18 – 65 
   from disserting Ukraine 

  There were lots of American males 
   that hid and ran 
    from the war in Vietnam 

 Now and then one of them tells me 

   Thank you for your service 
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     I wish I had joined up 

  I nod but do not respond 

220321-1312  
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In Lviv, 109 empty strollers highlight the Ukrainian 
children killed in Russian attacks. 

 
 

109 colorful, empty strollers in all 
 spaced out over the cobblestone 
  in Rynok Square 
   in the heart of Lviv 

 Lviv 
  in western Ukraine 
   now a haven for those fleeing 
  the brutal Russian assaluts 
   on civilians in Ukraine. 

 The strollers represent 
  the children killed  
   in Russia’s bombardments 

  Half of the 3.5 million 
   Ukrainian refugees in 4 weeks 
    are children 

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/03/19/world/ukraine-russia-war#in-lviv-109-empty-strollers-highlight-the-ukrainian-children-killed-in-russian-attacks
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/03/19/world/ukraine-russia-war#in-lviv-109-empty-strollers-highlight-the-ukrainian-children-killed-in-russian-attacks
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   A rabid murderous Putin 
    goes on with his  
     murder and mayhem 
 
    The nature of  
     homo sapien sapiens 
    is brutal wars 
   always has been 
    since and before they ended 
     the Neanderthals 
 
  And I, Dr John WorldPeace JD 
   am the only global advocate  
    for peace 
   demanding we teach peace 
    in all universities 
     without response 
220321-1504 
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PRESIDENT OF THE UKRAINE SPEAKS 
 
The Ukrainian Army estimates that 14,000 have died; the 
Pentagon says the figure is probably about half that. But there 
is broad agreement among independent observers that Russia 
has suffered heavy losses that the Kremlin is hiding from the 
public. 
 
“There are already so many Russian losses as a result of this 
invasion. This is the price of war. In a little more than three 
weeks. The war must end.” 
 
“Just imagine, 14,000 corpses and tens of thousands of 
wounded and maimed in a stadium in Moscow,” Mr. Zelensky 
said. “There are already so many Russian losses as a result of 
this invasion. This is the price of war. In a little more than three 
weeks. The war must end.” 
 
“I want everyone to hear me now, especially in Moscow,” he 
said. “It’s time to meet, time to talk. It is time to restore 
territorial integrity and justice for Ukraine. Otherwise, Russia’s 
losses will be so huge that several generations will not be 
enough to rebound.”  
 
220321-2353 
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THE UNIVERSITIES REFUSE TO TEACH PEACE 
 
The cancer that is Russia 
 the cancer that is 
  Communism 
 
 the corruption of oligarchs 
  and that war 
   the dictator Putin 
  has initiated 
   on the Ukraine 
 
 We now know 
  the undercurrent 
   of global economies 
    prosperity 
 
  resides a 20th century Hitler 
   a rabid murderous dog 
    named Putin 
 
 How can this be 
  how that one man   
   could put a choke chain 
    on Ukraine 
     and connect a 
    leash to the 
   world human society 
 
  The double digit IQ 
   of the ignorant 
    base of the 
   world human society 
    have no clue 
 
 The multi-billionaires 
  of Democracy 
   have their most 
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    excellent plan 
     of control of the 
    low IQs  
     uneducated 
 
  I was born 
   into the hand to mouth 
    worker bees of 
     America 
 
   but I came into 
    this life knowing 
     I was not going 
      to wear a 
     choke chain 
 
  I knew I was 
   not going to 
    take a pronged bit 
     into my mouth 
 
  I was not 
   going to be sold 
    what I did 
     not want 
 
   I would eat my 
    Cherrios by choice 
     not by cartoon 
      manipulation 
  
   what the great mass 
    of grey brains 
     advocated 
      and bought 
     I would run 
      fast away 
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 I have climbed high 
  as high as anyone 
   in the world human society 
 
  to the top of the 
   economic and social 
    pyramid 
 
  but rejecting 
   the golden bit 
    and silver chains 
   of economic control 
  of greedy men 
   and women 
    one and the same 
 
My metric was democracy 
 all inclusive 
  and peace and 
   prosperity 
  and true justice 
 
 The number of 
  programmed zombies 
   is far greater now 
    than my childhood 
   7 decades past 
 
  The burning down 
   of the Garden of Eden 
    the god of gold 
   of communist oligarchs 
    and democratic billionaires 
     is not my metric 
 
 My metric WorldPeace 
  increasing the peace 
   in the world human society 
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  my staff 
   Teach Peace Now 
 
  Teach what the 
   masters of the  
    world know 
   well and demand 
    their progeny memorize 
 
  Whete to teach peace? 
   everywhere 
    but critically  
     in the colleges 
    and universities 
     in the land 
 
 The 7th foundation 
  of WorldPeace 
   is to Teach Peace Now 
 
  To increase the level 
   of peace in the world human society 
    we must teach peace 
     in the Universities 
 
 No university 
  in the world human society 
   teaches peace 
 
   much less offers 
    a degree in 
     Peace or WorldPeace 
 
  No bachelor no masters 
   no PhD 
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  No university teaches 
   what every 
    billionaire Oligarch 
   teaches his and her children 
 
  They teach the awakening 
   they teach the truth 
    of mind control 
     of the university 
    with money 
   to the boards 
    and sta---- to the 
     bought professors 
 
  How can we increase 
   the level of peace 
    in the world human 
     society 
    if we don’t teach 
     peace? 
 
  We cant 
 
 I have sent letters 
  to hundreds plus 
   universities 
  to their Presidents 
   and chancellors 
    an to their 
     boards 
 
 No Response 
 
All bought 
 and sold by 
  billionaires and 
   oligarchs 
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 So I have 
  laid the foundation 
   of WorldPeace Teaching Peace 
 
  outside the 
   realm of bought 
    and sold university 
   presidents boards and 
    status quo professors 
 
  I teach peace 
   I advocate peace 
    and WorldPeace 
 
 I look out 
  and see Ukraine 
   and a rabid murderous 
    Russian dog 
     Putin 
 
 And I know about 
  Hitler 
   and I lived 
  in the aftermath 
   of an American 
    Civil War 
   to end slavery 
 
  We are a blood thirsty 
   species Homo Sapien Sapien 
    the primal drive of 
     power and control 
    deeply set in 
     out DNA 
 
  But those bad genes 
   are burning down 
    the Garden of Eden 
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  making economic slaves 
   of the uneducated 
    making cannon 
     fodder of 
      the same 
 
  The world human society 
   is on a fast train 
    to hell on earth 
  
  The ghost of Hitler 
   reins in Russia 
    and its evil 
   now spills into 
    Ukraine 
220319-0945  
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MARIUPOL MARCH 22 
 
Putin continues to 
 bomb Mariupol into oblivion 
  same tactic as in  
   Aleppo Syria 
    and  
   Grozny, Chechnya 
 
 The city is down to about 
  100,000 from 430,000 
 
 Electricity, water and food supplies 
   have been cut off 
   as well as communication 
   with the outside world.   
 
  It is hard to imagine  
   at this point why anyone 
    would still be 
   trying to survive  
    in the city 
 
  As to those freedom fighters 
   defending the city 
    the more ruble 
     the more 
    places to hide 
    
 The whole world is watching 
  as this city is simply being leveled 
   It is hard to imagine 
    Putin winning 
 
  The numbers are 7,000 to 15,000 
   dead Russian and another  
    20,000 wounded 
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   Russia began with 190,000 soldiers 
    so 10% are dead or out 
     of action 
    all within a month 
 
"According to the Russian Defense Ministry, during the special 
operation in Ukraine, the Russian Armed Forces lost 9861 
people killed and 16153 wounded." 
 
These numbers were taken down after 21 hours 
 and not replaced.  
  Komsomolskaya Pravda who published 
   the numbers said these numbers  
    had been hacked 
   The numbers were close to the 
    U S Pentagon numbers 
 
  In this respect 
   Mariupol is nothing like 
    Aleppo or Grozny 
 
   You cannot run a war 
    losing 25,000 
     soldiers a month 
    not to mention all the hardware 
 
  At this point the Ukrainians 
   seem to have a workable 
    solution to wiping out 
     Putin Army 
 
   It seems that all the cities 
    and towns are engaged 
     in block to block  
      fighting 
 
  I see no reason  
   that NATO and the USA 
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    are not going to keep 
     supplying 
    the Ukrainians with  
   basic rifles and tank and aircraft 
    missiles 
 
    No matter was the cost 
     it will not be close 
    to the cost of WWIII 
 
    The Russians have shown 
    that their Army is not 
    what it was touted to be 
 
  And as in all wars 
   there are many lessons 
    being learned about 
     how world war 
    has evolved over the last 
     80 years 
 
  I cannot imagine 
   it the USA entered the war  
    in Ukraine that they  
     would be so  
    disorganized and  
   ineffective 
 
  The Russians pushed 
   the Germans all the way back 
    to Germany but the  
     casualties were 
    in the 10s of millions 
 
   It was just numbers 
    meaning they had enough 
     men to not be  
    totally concerned about 
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   the dead and wounded 
 
  The Russians 
   same same with the Americans 
    lost in Afghanistan 
   and in regards to the Russians 
    it looks like Ukraine 
     is going to be worse 
    It seems every night 
   the Ukrainians 
    just continue the street 
     fighting from  
     the day before 
    as well as sending out lesser 
   forces with a solid plan to 
    destroy equipment  
     during the night 
 
  It is horrifying that  
   we are seeing another 
    bloody war in Europe 
 
   There are indications that 
   some Russian troops don’t have  
   proper cold weather gear 
     and are suffering from frostbite. 
      
 220324-2247 
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WHAT IS GOING ON IN CHERNOBYL? 
 
Russian military forces destroyed 
 a laboratory that is responsible 
  for improving management of  
 radioactive waste at the Chernobyl  
  nuclear power plant 
 
  The laboratory contained “highly active samples” 
 that are “now in the hands of the enemy,”  
 the Ukrainian state agency  
  for the Chernobyl exclusion zone 
    said in a statement Tuesday. 
 
 This radiation issue 
  is not something  
   the Russians were dealing 
    with in Aleppo or 
     Checknya 
    much less Afghanistan 
 
  It seems that  
   the Russians are willing 
    to let Chernobyl 
     get out of  
    control 
   and have a scorched  
    earth reality 
     that could last 
    1,000s of years 
 
  It is insane 
 
   What Putin has done to date 
    is horrifying and  
     unimaginable 
    but he is going to 
   potentially add to those horros 
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   gas and chemical weapons 
    and allow a worse  
   nuclear energy diaster 
 
  The question continues to come up 
   in my mind 
    The whole world knows 
   what is going on is a war crime 
     but there is nothing of  
   significance coming out of the  
    United Nations 
     which was set up 
    specifically to end  
   another Hitler wannabe 
    go on a psychopathic 
     killing spree 
220322-2303 
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IF RUSSIA CANT TAKE CONTROL OF A TOWN 
 HE JUST TRIES TO BOMB IT INTO OBLIVION 

Ukrainian towns and cities 
  that are withstanding Russia’s 
   attempts to conquer them 
  are being hammered by artillery fire in response   

In the far east of the country 
 close to two breakaway pro-Russian statelets 
  the city of Rubizhne is under constant shelling 
 regional head Serhii Haidai said in a social media post.  

"The enemy was unable to 'blitzkrieg' Rubizhne, so they are 
destroying the town, targeting hospitals, schools, and residential 
buildings," Haidai said.  

 Emergency services and ambulances 
   are often unable to reach the wounded 
   due to the risk of coming under fire 
 
 In the end  
  at some point 
   the city is going to have 
  to be taken 
   block by block 
  or Ukrainian snipers 
   are going to keep killing 
    the invading  
     boots on the ground 
    until they all go back 
     to Russia 
    in a body bag 
   or on their own 
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  Russia does not have 
   the money or 
    the soldiers 
   to win a total victory 
    in Ukraine 
 
  The Ukrainians seem to be honoring 
   their promise 
    to fight to the last  
   man and woman 
    
  That would mean 
   Russia cant win 
    They have lost 10 percent 
     of their invading force 
    of 190,000 
     in the first month of 
      the war 
 
   Putin is really insane 
    It cannot be true 
     that the Russians 
      will not soon 
     assassinate him 
    blame it on the USA 

     let Alexi Navalny 
    out of jail 
     and spent the next 
      100 years 
    trying to return to normal 

   West Europe  
    is going to have a long 
     memory of this war 
220325-0618 
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UK TO PROVIDE $2.64 MILLION IN  
 FOOD SUPPLIES TO UKRAINE 

To fight a war 
 you need all kinds of things 
  some are for killing 
   some for defense 
    gasoline and diesel fuel 
    
 Some of these go to the warriors 
  some must be allocated for 
   the civilian population 
    that are trapped  
   on the battlefield 
 
  When the battlefield 
   is in the heart of a city 
    the civilians are trapped 
     on that battlefield 
 
 War gets real stupid 
  in urban areas 
   because there has to be  
    many rules of engagement 
   In all wars 
    the civilian population 
     cannot be targeted 
    but when you are dealing with 
     a rabid murderous dog 
    like Putin 
 
   He has no problem 
    targeting civilians 
     with artillery 
      rockets and 
     missiles 
 
  This is a war crime 
   and there needs to be 
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   in modern war 
    in a modern city 
   you need many eyes 
    on the ground to report 
     the atrocities 
    that are war crimes 
   dates times place 
    photographs recording 
   from the military 
    from the civilians in charge 
 
 Without this documentation  
  who cannot bring charges  
   in the international  
    criminal court 
 
  In this war 
   Putin needs to be held 
    accountable 
 
 He will be hard to bring to court 
  but the sanctions can remain in place 
   and the USA and NATO  
    and other nations 
   can stop economic recovery 
    until rules are followed 
 
 The British contributing food 
  is an example of not only feeding  
   the starving 
    but also an example 
   for other nations who may  
    not want to send  
     lethal weapons 
    into a war zone 
   under any circumstances 
 
  So food is a way to support Ukraine 
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   Putin cannot object 
    to the feeding of a population 
     that he is trying to starve 
      into submission 
  
220326-1301 
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UKRAINE PRESIDENT ZELENSKY REQUESTS 
 OIL PRODUCING COUNTRIES TO  
  INCREASE PRODUCTION 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky 
 asked energy producing countries at the 
  Doha Forum in Qatar on Saturday 
  to increase oil and gas output to  
  avoid Russia’s global “blackmail.”  
 
 “The future of Europe rests on your efforts 
   I ask you to increase the output of energy to  
   ensure that everyone in Russia   
 understands that you cannot use energy 
   as a weapon,”  

  Zelensky told the political forum virtually 

 In this World War III (see next section about the  
  definition of a World War.) 

  it is critical that all nations take sides 
   or try to remain neutral 
 
 But nations who are not a party 
  to the conflict 
   are still affected by the conflict 
  because the world human society is 
   so integrated that no nation 
    is totally unaffected 
 
  Yet there must be agreement  
   agreements about things that 
    are not subject to discussion 
   like murder 
    especially the killing of  
     civilians 
    Deprivation of food water 
     shelter medical care 
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 safe passage out of the war zone 
   
  Invading a country without provocation 
   the use of chemical and biological  
    weapons of mass destruction 
   targeting children 
     
 At the same time 
  supporting a warring nation 
   even without a formal agreement 
    should subject that country 
     to sanctions for  
    promoting of war 
 
  There is really no way to remain neutral  
   when two countries or more 
    are making war 
 
  In a world war 
   all nations should be 
    required to come before 
     the United Nations 
    state their position on the war 
   and they must state their position  
    for supporting or not supporting 
     one of the parties 
    to the conflict 
 
  Selling oil by any country 
   is nothing but a corporate decision 
    The progression of the war 
     will affect the price of oil 
    and a nation depends 
     on a certain price of oil 
      to pay their bills 
     in the world economy 
 
  All of this is very complicated 
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  All leaders of all nations are charged 
   by their citizens to act 
    in the best interest of 
     their citizens 
 
   There are no easy answers 
    and many of those answers 
     will have a long 
    shadow into the future 
 
220326-1337 
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WORLD WAR 111 (THREE) 
 
 Definitions are often tricky 
  At the least we much have war 
   before we have World War 
 
  Normally war (outside of business) refers to  
   human to human attempts 
    to kill each other 
   and you have to have war 
    before you have world war 
 
 So on February 24, 2022 
  Russia entered Ukraine  
   and began killing  
    Ukrainians 
 
  So we had on that day 
   a war between Russia and Ukraine 
    The USA immediately took 
     sides 
    but it did not declare war  
     on Russian 
      it did not  
     send any boots  
    on the ground 
     to fight in Ukraine 
    
   But because the USA  
    rebuked Russia 
     and promised support 
      to Ukraine 
     there was a third 
    participant in the conflict 
 
 Was the USA at war with Russia 
  yes vicariously by its support  
   for Ukraine to kill Russians 
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   arms were almost immediately  
    sent 
 
  And soon to follow 
   the USA conferred with NATO 
    who committed to 
     support Ukraine 
   So the war participants 
    expanded by adding 
     participants 
 
  It is not required  
   to commit soldiers 
    into battle 
     to be at war  
    with Russia 
 
  There was a commitment 
   to Ukraine 
    to help them kill 
   Russians and expell 
    Russians from Ukraine’s 
     sovereign territory 
 
 Therefore, World War III began 
 
  Every nation in the world 
   does not have to support  
    a war between nations 
   for a war to become  
    a world war 
 
 More nations 
  have joined sides 
   and so World War III 
    has become more 
   inclusive of more  
    nations of the world 
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 So World War III began on  
  February 24, 2022 
 
  Now the question is 
   how expansive will it become 
    worst case 
     someone uses  
    a nuclear bomb or 
     missile 
 
  and increases the intensity  
   of the war 
 
   If a second nation  
    retaliates with a nuclear 
     bomb or missile 
 
   Then the world takes 
    a significant step  
     toward MAD 
    Mutually Assured Destruction 
 
  So right now 
   we have this evolving  
    definition of World War III 
   of how World War III 
    is defined moment to moment 
   until peace 
    ends the killing of human 
     beings 
    in World War III 
220326-1431  
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RAPE 
 
 We do not hear a lot  
  about rape on the news   
   about the Russian war 
    in Ukraine 
 
 Just a word here and there 
  in the written events  
   of the war 
    not the video 
 
  Just another class 
   of the devastating  
    heinous wrongs 
     of war 
 
 The lives of children 
  permanently scarred now 
   traveling in the night 
    on overcrowded 
     trains 
    out of harms way 
   with their mothers 
    and their favorite toy 
 
 
 The men who stayed behind 
  constantly worried about 
   their wives and children 
  the moment to moment pain 
 
  Putin in Russia 
   life has not really changed 
    more intense work 
   but basically just the daily 
    life of a president 
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  He has murdered and maimed before 
   in Aleppo and Grozny 
     
   He has blasted buildings 
    to dust and live to hell 
     men or women 
    boys or girls 
     children 
 
   who has brutalized 
    in ways that show  
     no physical wounds 
 
  Sure let the soldiers 
   rape the Ukrainian women 
    soldiers need some  
     relief from the 
      tension of war 
 
  All the Ukrainians 
   have been discounted and 
    dehumanized 
     what is a little  
    rape in the mix 
 
220326-1525 
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KYIV’S HISTORICAL, IRREPLACEABLE TREASURES 
 ARE AT RISK 

When Vladimir Putin's forces last approached 
 a capital city 
  they leveled it. 
 
 As the invasion of Ukraine enters 
  its second month 
   Russian forces are digging in 
    on the outskirts of Kyiv 
   and there are fears they could be  
 preparing for the same 
  indiscriminate scorched-earth tactic 
    used in the Chechen  
  capital of Grozny in 1999 
 
 Kyiv is one of Ukraine's many jewels 
  a city more than 1,500 years old 
   a once-bustling capital  
  of 2.8 million people 
   and home to irreplaceable 
    international treasures 
   including architectural landmarks 
   and cultural monuments. 
 

St. Sophia Cathedral 

St. Michael's Golden-Domed Cathedral and Monastery 

The Monastery of the Caves 

Presidential Palace 

   

 When you have discounted  
  your adversary in war enough 
   to kill them indiscriminately 
    like contemptible 
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     rats 
 
 What difference their culture 
  and irreplaceable  
   monuments 
 
  Even if you are of the same religion 
   their churches have no value 
     
 You cannot think positive 
  about any building in a city 
   where a sniper 
    may kill you 
   or one of your band of brothers 
 
  Best to level that place 
   to save your life 
    and to further 
   send a message of how serious 
    the dogs of war 
 
 All over the world 
  where wars have been fought 
   there are destroyed 
    beautiful things 
   created by just another 
  category of human beings 
 
  All the lives that have stored memories 
   of uncountable memories 
    of those who 
   came to visit 
    came to see 
   came to celebrate 
    came to remember 
      
 Putin has smart bombs 
  he can level everything  
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  around these monuments 
   but to do so 
    he would 
   have to answer 
  the question 
 if you saved the building 
  as you kill the owners 
    
   are you crazy 
   
220326-1552 
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ZELENSKY SAYS UKRAINE HAS 
 “DEALT POWEREUL BLOWS” 
  TO RUSSIAN INVADERS 
 

"Over the past week 
 our heroic armed forces have    
 dealt powerful blows to the enemy 
  significant losses 
 
 I am grateful to our defenders 
  who showed the occupiers 
   that the sea will not be  
  calm for them even 
    when there is no storm 
    because there will be fire." 

 I love a philosopher poet 
  because these are people 
   who are awake 
 
  People who can lead 
   and endure 
    difficult tasks 
 
 but are connected 
  to their spiritual souls 
   and are able to  
    place the burden of 
   their designated works 
    into a proper perspective 
 
  A man who hates the  
   sacrifices of human life 
    that he must oversee 
   because it is work he agreed to 
    before he was born 
 
No matter if human bodies 
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  friend and foe 
   pile up to heaven 
    to rot back into 
     the dust of the earth 
    from which they came 
 
  Not a single soul is lost 
 
220326-1612 
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WAGNER GROUP CONTRACTORS WERE INVOLVED 
IN ZELENSKY ASSISSINATION PLOT 

 
“They wanted to assassinate the leadership of Ukraine: 
 our president and prime minister 
  That was the goal and a couple of them 
 were sent to Ukraine without any success”  
  Markian Lubkivskyi, an adviser to  
   Ukraine's defense minister said. 
 
 “All these documents and the necessary proof 
   will be presented to the International Court,”  
   he said 
 
 The Wagner group first came to prominence 
  during Russia’s invasion of eastern Ukraine 
   in 2014.  
  Since then, independent research 
    and CNN investigations 
  have found that the private military contractor 
   has operated in Syria and  
    multiple countries in Africa.  
 
 The group is thought to be connected to — 
   and financed by —  
   Yevgeny Prigozhin, an oligarch  
    so close to the Kremlin 
    that he is known as Putin's "chef." 

~~~ ~~~ 

 Zelensky has repeatedly committed to  
  staying in Ukraine to marshal the country’s  
   defense during the war 
     now in its second month. 
 
 “The morale of the army is very high 
    because our president is in Kyiv 
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   our prime minister and parliament 
    is here.  
   This is very important to  
  support people on the ground 
   to support the Ukrainian army 
    and this is a very good signal 
    to the international community,”  
 
  As above 
   a war like this war in Ukraine 
    moves forward based on 
     what is happening 
      day to day 
  
   Putin is attempting to assassinate 
    Zelensky and therefore Putin 
     has set the rules on 
    murdering heads of state 
 
  Consequently,  
   Ukraine’s parliament 
    should put out a bounty 
     on Putin. 
 
   Say $100 million 
 
  That is huge amount of money 
   and would certainly draw  
    soldiers of fortune 
   together to make it happen 
 
  I feel certain 
   this would make 
    the rabid murderous dog Putin 
   as crazy as a outhouse rat. 
 
220326-1842 
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BIDEN SAY IN POLAND THAT THE STAKES OF 
 UKRAINE WAR GO WELL BEYOND  
  ITS BORDER 

 President Joe Biden told American troops 
  on a deterrence mission  
   near the border with Ukraine 
   that the consequences of 
    the raging conflict 50 miles away 
   could extend around the world. 

 "What's at stake (is) not  
  just what we're doing here in Ukraine 
   to help the Ukrainian people 
   and keep the massacre from continuing 
   but what's at stake is  
    what are your kids and  
   grandkids going to look like 
   in terms of their freedom?"  
 
 Biden told US service members from 
   the 82nd Airborne Division 
   who have been deployed 
   along NATO's eastern edge 
    as a visible deterrent to Russian  
    President Vladimir Putin 
 
 "What you're engaged in is much more than 
   whether or not we can alleviate the  
   suffering of Ukraine"  
   "We're in a new phase, your generation. 
    We're at an inflection point." 

 It was a sweeping view of the war 
  underway in Ukraine 
   which has jolted the west 
   into unprecedented cooperation 
   while sending millions  
    fleeing their homes 
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   mostly into Poland 

 This Russia versus Ukraine war 
  will have a centuries reach into the future 
   It is the bridge to the future 
    of the world human society 
   and the first foundation block 
  of ending war 
   which will result as a result 
    of global economic   
     interdependence 
 
  If the penalties  
   imposed on Putin  
    are great enough  
     the only country 
    that will be left in the mix 
     will be China 
 
   Certainly if Putin loses big 
    in Ukraine due to the world   
     coming together 
      to thwart  
     and stop Putin 
 
    then China will know full well 
     the consequences of his 
    ripping the democracy 
     out of Taiwan 
 
   Xi will have to understand 
    that he has reached the end 
     of his accumulating 
    more territory for China 
 
    and imposing Chinese  
   culture on Tibetans, Nepalese, and  
    Muslims 
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  In addition, as the world gets used to working 
  together against Putin 
   they will have a template 
    for cooperation in 
   the greater challenge to 
    stop the use of fossil fuels 
   and quit destroying 
    the Garden of Eden 
220326-1904 
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300 people were killed in Russian airstrike on Mariupol theater, 
Ukrainian authorities say 

From CNN's Andrew Carey, Olga Voitovych and Celine 
Alkhaldi 

About 300 people are believed to have died in a Russian attack 
on a theater in Mariupol nine days ago, the city council has said, 
citing eyewitness reports. 

The March 16 bombing of Mariupol's Drama Theater, where 
Ukrainian officials say up to 1,300 had sought refuge, was 
among the most brazen of Russia's attacks on civilians since 
its invasion began in late February. 

Painted on the ground outside the building — in giant Russian 
letters — was the word "CHILDREN." The message — large 
enough to be viewed from the sky — was scrawled near a 
public square. Russia has denied its forces hit the theater, 
claiming instead that the Azov battalion, the Ukrainian army's 
main presence in Mariupol, blew it up. 

Announcing the update on its Telegram channel, the city 
council said: "Unfortunately, we start the day with bad news. 
There is information, based on eyewitnesses, that about 300 
people died in the Drama Theater in Mariupol as a result of a 
bombing by Russian aircraft. 
"We still do not want to believe in this horror. We still want to 
believe that everyone managed to escape. But the words of 
those who were inside the building at the time of this terrorist 
act say otherwise." 
 

 

UN says it has "increasing information" corroborating 
existence of mass graves in Mariupol  

From CNN’s Niamh Kennedy 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/19/europe/mariupol-shelter-commander-ukraine-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/19/europe/mariupol-shelter-commander-ukraine-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/23/europe/ukraine-war-scenarios-cmd-intl/index.html
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The United Nations has received “increasing information” 
corroborating the existence of mass graves in the 
besieged Ukrainian city of Mariupol, and it has been able to get 
“satellite information” on one such grave, said Matilda Bogner, 
head of the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine. 

"We estimate that one of those mass graves holds about 200 
people," she said at a news briefing on Friday. 

She added one caveat: It is not guaranteed that all of the 
people buried in the graves “are civilian casualties, because 
when we document civilian casualties, we do not include both 
military casualties and we do not include people who die for 
other reasons apart from direct hostilities.” 

Bogner made this note as she painted a stark picture of a city 
where “the ordinary rate of mortality has increased” due to a 
lack of basic utilities such as food, electricity, and water.  

“People are dying in the city who are not just civilian 
casualties,” she stressed. 

 
~~~ ~~~ 
 
Half of all Ukrainian kids have been displaced since the Russian 
invasion began, UNICEF says 

From CNN's Mohammed Tawfeeq and Sana Noor Haq 

One in every two Ukrainian children has been displaced since 
Russia began its invasion on Feb. 24, according to a statement 
from the UN Children's Fund on Thursday. 

UNICEF's statement added that 4.3 million children have been 
displaced, which represents more than half of Ukraine's 
estimated 7.5 million child population. 
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This figure includes over 1.8 million children who have crossed 
into neighboring countries as refugees, and 2.5 million children 
who are also internally displaced in Ukraine, the statement said. 

The statement added that 78 children have been killed and 105 
children have been injured in Ukraine since the invasion began 
over a month ago, according to the Office of the UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). 

However, these figures represent those that the UN has 
managed to confirm, and the true toll is expected to be higher, 
the statement said. 

"It's mind-boggling," UNICEF spokesperson James Elder told 
CNN earlier this week. "Since the start of the war a month ago, 
out of every boy and girl in the country, one out of two now 
has had to flee their homes. 

"It's a situation we've not seen before, not in living memory, 
and it's almost impossible to deal with." 

Elder said UNICEF is trying to get blankets, water purification 
tablets, generators, medical supplies and obstetric kits for 
mothers giving birth into the country. 

"Unless the war stops, unless the indiscriminate attacks stop, 
we're going to see more children wrenched from their homes 
and the bombardments," he added. 

 
    
      

https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-03-24-22/h_f2690e73dbae1964668d13601dd3ce5c
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-03-24-22/h_f2690e73dbae1964668d13601dd3ce5c
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THE WAR PRAYER 
by Mark Twain 

 
It was a time of great and exalting excitement. The country was 
up in arms, the war was on, in every breast burned the holy fire 
of patriotism; the drums were beating, the bands playing, the 
toy pistols popping, the bunched firecrackers hissing and 
spluttering; on every hand and far down the receding and 
fading spread of roofs and balconies a fluttering wilderness of 
flags flashed in the sun; daily the young volunteers marched 
down the wide avenue gay and fine in their new uniforms, the 
proud fathers and mothers and sisters and sweethearts cheering 
them with voices choked with happy emotion as they swung 
by; nightly the packed mass meetings listened, panting, to 
patriot oratory with stirred the deepest deeps of their hearts, 
and which they interrupted at briefest intervals with cyclones of 
applause, the tears running down their cheeks the while; in the 
churches the pastors preached devotion to flag and country, 
and invoked the God of Battles beseeching His aid in our good 
cause in outpourings of fervid eloquence which moved every 
listener. 

It was indeed a glad and gracious time, and the half dozen rash 
spirits that ventured to disapprove of the war and cast a doubt 
upon its righteousness straightway got such a stern and angry 
warning that for their personal safety’s sake they quickly shrank 
out of sight and offended no more in that way. 

Sunday morning came—next day the battalions would leave for 
the front; the church was filled; the volunteers were there, their 
young faces alight with martial dreams—visions of the stern 
advance, the gathering momentum, the rushing charge, the 
flashing sabers, the flight of the foe, the tumult, the enveloping 
smoke, the fierce pursuit, the surrender! 

Then home from the war, bronzed heroes, welcomed, adored, 
submerged in golden seas of glory! With the volunteers sat their 
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dear ones, proud, happy, and envied by the neighbors and 
friends who had no sons and brothers to send forth to the field 
of honor, there to win for the flag, or, failing, die the noblest of 
noble deaths. The service proceeded; a war chapter from the 
Old Testament was read; the first prayer was said; it was 
followed by an organ burst that shook the building, and with 
one impulse the house rose, with glowing eyes and beating 
hearts, and poured out that tremendous invocation: 

God the all-terrible! Thou who ordainest, 
Thunder thy clarion and lightning thy sword! 

 
Then came the “long” prayer. None could remember the like 
of it for passionate pleading and moving and beautiful 
language. The burden of its supplication was, that an ever-
merciful and benignant Father of us all would watch over our 
noble young soldiers, and aid, comfort, and encourage them in 
their patriotic work; bless them, shield them in the day of battle 
and the hour of peril, bear them in His mighty hand, make 
them strong and confident, invincible in the bloody onset; help 
them crush the foe, grant to them and to their flag and country 
imperishable honor and glory— 

An aged stranger entered 
 and moved with slow 
  and noiseless step up the main aisle 
 his eyes fixed upon the minister 
  his long body clothed in a robe 
    that reached to his feet 
  his head bare 
   his white hair descending 
  in a frothy cataract to his shoulders 
   his seamy face unnaturally pale 
    pale even to ghastliness.  
 With all eyes following him and wondering 
 he made his silent way 
  without pausing 
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   he ascended to the preacher’s side 
  and stood there waiting 
 
 With shut lids the preacher 
  unconscious of his presence 
   continued his moving prayer 
  and at last finished it with the words 
   uttered in fervent appeal 
 
 “Bless our arms 
  grant us the victory 
   O Lord and God 
  Father and Protector of our land and flag!” 
 
 The stranger touched his arm 
  motioned him to step aside— 
   which the startled minister did— 
  and took his place.  
 
 During some moments he surveyed 
  the spellbound audience with solemn eyes 
   in which burned an uncanny light 
  then in a deep voice he said: 
 
 “I come from the Throne— 
  bearing a message from Almighty God!” 
 
 The words smote the house with a shock 
  if the stranger perceived it he gave no attention 
 
 “He has heard the prayer of His servant your shepherd 
  and will grant it if such be your desire 
    after I, His messenger 
  shall have explained to you its import— 
   that is to say 
    its full import 
  For it is like unto many of the prayers of men 
   in that it asks for more than 
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  he who utters it is aware of— 
 except he pause and think. 
 
  “God’s servant and yours has prayed his prayer 
  Has he paused and taken thought?  
   Is it one prayer? 
  No, it is two—one uttered 
   and the other not.  
  Both have reached the ear of Him 
   who heareth all supplications 
  , the spoken and the unspoken.  
 
 Ponder this—keep it in mind 
  If you would beseech a  
   blessing upon yourself, beware! 
   lest without intent you invoke a curse 
    upon your neighbor at the same time 
 
 If you pray for the blessing of rain on your crop 
  which needs it 
   by that act you are possibly praying 
  for a curse on some neighbor’s crop 
 which may not need rain and can be injured by it. 
  
 “You have heard your servant’s prayer— 
  the uttered part of it. 
  I am commissioned by God 
  to put into words the other part of it— 
   that part which the pastor— 
  and also you in your hearts— 
 fervently prayed silently 
 
And ignorantly and unthinkingly?  
 God grant that it was so! 
   You heard the words  
 ‘Grant us the victory, O Lord our God!’ 
 That is sufficient. 
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The whole of the uttered prayer is compact 
 into those pregnant words. 
  Elaborations were not necessary 
 When you have prayed for victory 
  you have prayed for many 
 unmentioned results which follow victory— 
  must follow it 
   cannot help but follow it. 
 
 Upon the listening spirit of God 
 fell also the unspoken part of the prayer 
  He commandeth me to put it 
    into words.  
Listen! 
 
“Lord our Father 
 our young patriots 
  idols of our hearts 
   go forth into battle— 
  be Thou near them! 
  With them—in spirit— 
  we also go forth from 
    the sweet peace of  
  our beloved firesides 
 to smite the foe 
 O Lord our God 
  help us tear their soldiers 
   to bloody shreds 
   with our shells; 
 help us to cover their smiling fields 
  with the pale forms of their patriot dead;  
 help us to drown the thunder of the guns 
   with the shrieks of their wounded 
   writhing in pain 
    help us to lay waste 
      
  their humble homes 
    with a hurricane of fire 
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  help us to wring the hearts 
   of their unoffending widows 
    with unavailing grief 
   help us to turn them out 
  roofless with their little children 
 to wander unfriended in  
  the wastes of their desolated land 
   in rags and hunger and thirst 
  sports of the sun flames in summer  
 and the icy winds of winter 
  broken in spirit 
   worn with travail 
    imploring thee for the refuge 
   of the grave and denied it— 
 
 For our sakes who adore Thee, Lord 
  blast their hopes 
   blight their lives 
  protract their bitter pilgrimage 
   make heavy their steps 
  water their way with their tears 
 stain the white snow with the blood 
  of their wounded feet! 
 
 We ask it 
  in the spirit of love 
   of Him Who is the Source of Love 
  and Who is the ever-faithful refuge 
    and friend of all that are sore 
   beset and seek His aid 
  with humble and contrite hearts. Amen. 
 
(After a pause.) 
  “Ye have prayed it 
  if ye still desire it, speak!  
   The messenger of the Most High waits.” 
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It was believed afterward 
 that the man was a lunatic 
  because there was no sense in what he said. 
 
220328 
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THE WORLDPEACE BEACON 
 

I have a dream that all the World abides in peace. 
 

I have a dream that I and my colors travel the world path 
creating beacons of WorldPeace. 

 
I have a dream that all the angels of the heavens and the God 
of all the universe travel by my side as I carry the light of love 
and love of peace to each and every mountain, valley, sea and 

plain, to each and all that travel the blessed earth. 
 

One simple man WorldPeace; One simple message WorldPeace 
 

I have a dream that with each passing, with each creating, a 
beacon of love and understanding is forever established, 

forever ignited, forever to radiate Peace and Light. 
 

One simple man WorldPeace; one simple message WorldPeace. 
 

I have a dream that all that is pure in love and light comes 
continuously to touch each tiny beacon, to add Light to light, to 

make the earth a beacon in the infinite heavens that radiates 
into the hearts and minds of all of humanity; Peace and Light. 

 
I have a dream that all who come, that all who are called to 

each tiny beacon, receive the infinite gifts of God; wellness and 
love, peace and understanding. 

 
I have a dream that all who come, receive; each according to his 
need, each according to her love, so that as they travel one by 

one their separate paths each carries the love and peace 
unconditionally given to each and every 

vibration of the earth; until that never ending day arrives when 
each and every one, when all in all, forever flows, in love's most 
precious gift WorldPeace. ~~  John WorldPeace - April 6, 1988 
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TO BE CONTINUED 

 

NOTE: This book is published unfinished as the war is 
unfinished. This book is self published by Dr John WorldPeace 
JD with KDP Amazon. As the book is expanded and will 
continue to expand until the war is over, this manuscript will be 
updated. The updates will be published at 
https://JohnWorldPeace.com until they are incorporated into 
the published book. 

 

 
     
 
  
     
  

https://johnworldpeace.com/
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Who is Dr. John WorldPeace JD ? 

When I was 8 years old, I became aware that all human beings die. 
I became aware that these fragile human bodies are not immortal 
and eternal but are mortal and finite. I also became aware that at 
the end of each life, one's consciousness exits this earth 
dreamscape with nothing but one's experiences. Into this reality, 
we all come without material possessions, other than our human 
bodies, and from this reality, we all leave with only the script of 
our lives which we wrote. That is our testament and upon that 
testament, we should contemplate, not just when we die but often 
as we experience this life. 
      
My primary purpose in this life is to challenge the predatory 
nature of homo sapiens globally. My focus is on bringing forward 
a more sane and just world human society and thereby increase 
the level of peace in the world human society.  
      
It is my intention to live a minimalist life to prove that the 
accumulation of wealth is not necessary for a happy and successful 
life. In fact, a life of accumulation and attachment to things 
creates confusion and chaos in one’s life as well as the world 
human society. The only power I will have in this life is the power 
of the truth of the various aspects of my Advocacy for Peace and 
WorldPeace. 
      
My concept of family discounts biology. All men are my father, 
brother, son. All women are my mother, sister, daughter. Children 
are of my body, not my soul. 
 
I do not belong to any organization. I am not a religionist but a 
spiritualist. The difference is that religion is a licensed corporation. 
Spirituality is a direct relationship with God. It greatly irritates me 
for preachers to speak to the congregation as “church”. I am not a 
church. I am a human being. 
      
  



 

 

 

I changed my name to John WorldPeace (one word) on April 1, 
1988, Good Friday and April Fool's day. I changed my name to 
WorldPeace as evidence of my commitment to increasing the level 
of peace in the world human society. 
      
I have been self-employed 95% of my working career in 
insurance, accounting, tax, law, and web design. I will never retire. 
I am also an artist and writer and poet.  
     
 My funds come from my web design business, art, and books. All 
incoming monies go to promoting my businesses which 
collaterally promotes WorldPeace in one way or another. My ego 
is firmly anchored in my WorldPeace Advocacy and not in any 
way with the egotistic accumulation and management of physical 
assets or money in the bank as an objective in my life or measure 
of my success or worth. I am 100% committed to increasing the 
peace in the world human society and not committed to the 
accumulation of assets except incidentally, as above, to promote 
WorldPeace.  

I am primarily an Advocate for Peace and WorldPeace, but I am 
not a pacifist. For the most part, everything I have done in this life 
has been focused on increasing the level of peace in the world 
human society. My art, business, writings, education, if you take 
the time to engage with what I have communicated in words on 
my flagship website (johnworldpeace.com) and deeds, will show a 
focus on constantly increasing the level of peace in the world 
human society. For me, it is absolutely critical that my life reflects 
my philosophy and my cosmology.  
 
How can we increase the level of peace in the world human 
society if we do not include everyone (all races, all nationalities, all 
religions, all genders) in our vision of peace? This is the only 
question that matters to me. 

 

 


